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s u m ®:*
ftm infeotiviiy of Qphio’bol’as grirsislo in soHs
was found to be greatest after £ or 3 years nudes* toat mnoGx&txm 
and teasb after 5 or 6 successive tost crops* Added nitrogen 
etonoed to inactivity of all to soils tested*
Stei periods of contact with decline soils* or toir 
suspensions# protected wheat -roofs from infostioa by Opldobolas 
ton toy wore stoe&uently grown in jten-declins soil* Attempts 
were md© to determine to factor(s) mDponsihl® for this- 
decreased infection*
investigation of to fungal flora of toat roots @?om ■ 
in cooline and non-dcclino soils showed little difference in 
the typos of organ!on present# although more fungi war© isolated 
£mu roofs grown in non-doolto soil* variations were not 
correlated with to proaonco or absence of fehioboluo*
■ Bor© -bacteria and actiaoiycetes wore isolated from decline 
seal than from im*Ki3cl5no soil* A largo proportion of to 
popilstions of both soils euoprossed' Opliiobolus in-plat© culture*
** . «* *** ** ♦aafcai^ twifct«P»* ***,■ n tirryjiMmsi **
Extracts of both soils were also aitagonistio* Mifbitory 
activity mss removed from non^ cfecliis© soil suspensions by 
filtering throng a S*ops iCLXipore filter* such filtration 
removed only a small part of to inhibitory activity of decline 
soil*.
Hyphao esorgMg from Ophiobolus Anocula exhibited a positive 
growth response to to presence of toot roots* This response 
t-jas negatively correlated to to distance between inoculum 'and
root* to prsssnc© of decline soil significantly reduced this 
growth response# neither soil had asy effect os growth rate or 
ntutjors of Iyypte emerging from inocola*
.It is suggested that the ge^ eraX antagonism is im^dselto 
soil is maii% f\r*gal Sa origin* toreas tot is decline soil is 
mainly bacterial* it is farther suggested that this general 
antagonism is;sot significant is decline# t o  redaction of ■ 
IiyptiaX response to tost roots appears, to be a major factor 
in reducing infection in tho feline soils studied*
I WISH -TO -TKAHK PROFESSOR J.E* SICKTII FOR PEOflBXEG RESEARCH 
FACimiES, DR. R*B* JACKSOH WHO SUPERVISED THE WORK ADD MRS# H. POPI
viko coped so mm  with tie itpikg of this manuscript.
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fo r  magr years * .it has boen known that the various root and 
root-rot diseases. of cereal crops cause severe damage and loss of 
yield* - For.tills reason*.;ttey. have teen the focus of a groat deal 
of attention#, one of the most important of these diseases is the 
tate-aXX or whiteteads disease which attacks many members of the 
Oras&noae*. tiheat ,md barley*. together with certain grasses* are 
the most susceptible to infection* She disease is caused by the 
fungus Qphiobolus nramlnls Saco# fills lias been recognised as the 
causal organism since 1390 (Prillieicc & Delacroix) and the disease 
itself has teen krnrn for even longer*
fate-all is primarily a root-roi# although the strain bases 
can be severely infected in the more advanced stages# The pathogen 
is soil-borne* surviving on host crop remains and on the roots, of 
certain susceptible grasses* for example Agrostis spp# and 
Promts spp* the lyeeHim enters the host roots, where it penetrates 
both the cortex and the vascular tissue# Its presence leads to 
resin and Xigain formation*. as well as tissue disintegration* 
fills leads to disfunction of the vascular system# fhis i^airnent 
of the water and nutrient supplies leads to stunting and poor 
grain production* Such stunted plants are frequently aeon in the 
field# usually in more or less circular patches# ■ They become even 
more obvious when they die prematurely and take on the characteristic 
bleached or whitetead appearance# • ■
As it m o m  likely that t&ke-aH occurs in all the major 
wheat-growing nations of the world, causing significant losses in
«* z -
yield and quality* Its economic importance Is beyond question*
Xft fact Garrett (19^ 2) states that take-all is. second only to & tm  
rust as a cause of lost yield# on a worldHfids basis* Losses have# 
generally *. been most severe in those areas where. intensive 
cereal-cropping is practised# It lias been shorn that taks-aH •' 
is most .prevalent in wheat or barley which follows another 
susceptible crop* for teds reason# control has teen attempted 
using various rotation schemes* However# in recent years* it lias 
teen demonstrated that the incidence of take-all decreases under 
continuous cropping of wheat or barley over a period of six or 
seven years* It appears that*' in the first two or three years 
under the crop* there is a gradual increase in take-all incidence 
widcli reaches a peal; in the third or fourth crop* 3?ron this point# 
thoro is & decrease in losses due to tala-all# until after sis-; 
or seven years under wheat or barley* the incidence of the disease 
has fallen to a low level* After tills stage the incidence of disease 
' stays at teds relatively low level under further susceptible crops# 
lids is known as the decline phenomenon* * • •
Various lypboiteses have teen put forward as to the nature 
and cause of this decline# but as yet* no real solution has been 
offered#
This present work is concerned- with various aspects of teds 
decline ptenomenon* ■
m m  or m E m v m *
The take-aXX fungas Qprdoholtis erarMs Saec# was first described 
by Berkeley and Broome (2861) mite the maise spliaorla carleeti and by ■ 
.Saecardo (28?5) ante the nam itoMdopfaora granlnls# The latte 
was altered to Opliiobolus gras&nls by Bomasgere and Sa&cardo in 1881* 
in l^S# Htsx3a.tri.oli:* Glioma and icirby suggested a further 
change of nano to Qphiobolus carleatl (tele* and Br#) Saco* This found 
falr3y wids acceptance daring the 29®Q *s and tbs two names were used 
inteelmgaaKly in the liteatee (see Potto However * mat
late authorities disagree with the use of the specific nano caricoti* ■ 
patrals (2952) proposed that the generic name b© changed to 
Xdnocarpon and tint the btonial Xinocaspon carioeti (Bork* and Br«)
Bl 1.11*1 linn ~ | itn 11 H»T Tiirnif H11 ^ 11 Tl»i *1 MUM * ' 9
petr* be adopted# In the sane year* von tec and Glivior proposed 
tint Opliiobolus nraainia become, tin type species of a new genus* 
Oaaimamioir/cosc Again* both names have been used to 00m  estent in 
tin literature* Hon© of toss proposed changes Isas found universal 
acceptance aid the Host eossoaly used m m  remins Qphiobolus 
^rardnla Saco* For this reason* the iake^aXL fungus will be referred 
to by this nan© throughout th© foltoiag m vk*
Butler (2962) reports that the take*a22 disease was recognised 
in South Australia .as long ago as 2852* 3fc England# it was noted in 
1861* Historical reviews of the occurrence of the disease have 
been made by Sutler (2962)* Garrett (X9’i2) and Eirhy (1988b* 1925)# 
among others*
' various theories wore put forward as to the cause of the disease# 
but it was in 1890 that .priHioiuc and D^acrois .reported a connection 
between Opliiobolus and a disease of wheat in France 9 which. was regarded
m  tseSag s im ite  te  Subsscpaat^* the .disease . w m  a c c e p t e d
sa being idessfciteL to iate«t3lX and the ©omjeofctai teteeea it and 
QiMeteChis fimfcr ©sfcablisted*
fte causal organism «► gfo^ aotedatioa in plate culture*
‘ (i)# fogstativ© lOTteo* £te identity of tb© eaassal organism Imping 
teem ©stablisted# a iiunte£ of sorters ’ carried mb detailed studies of 
the BBsphology. end physiology of th© fungus* Among these tier© 
Fitap&triek* fterns and Eifbgr (1^3)« (1^5)* .BsiUpims (190*f)
■ and lilsson (2.9^ 9)# Kirby (1925) and Bilsson (1969) have described the 
cultural etei^ istoristies In great detail# Over the years* it has boon 
discovered that ilser© ar© m m x m ®  steins of Qphiobolus* all teiag 
somssbBfo variable in. iteir pl^sioal m d  pl^ rsiologloaX character* 
Kowsver# a brief resue© of the main features vdll follow®
fte organism grows tell on a variety of sesi^paiteiie media 
©«g:» Potato dextrose agar* fM© medium has teen favoured by most 
l^orters e.*g* Bnsadfooi (1933d) sad Kirby (1933b)* iiilssos (19&9)
the addition of o#3$ yeast extract to enhance peritheoial
production*
Tm mlmw of tb© aerial sycallum is danontent on the. 
individual folate, and cm vary £mm colourless or light grey to 
stiadas of bmm or grey-black* The ago of the hypha© also
influence this oolourati<m* . l&pha© tend to darken with ago and 
accumulate oil ^ oplots* • According to itesmmi (1936) # tte greater 
the unite* of oil-droplets* tha darter the hyphae*
l^an tetl-sis© appears to be- extremly variable* Chambers 
and Heatje (l$6?a) state tell sites as being IMtJpn long x 
in dlaaeter with m m  dark cells reaching 336pm in length® they also
report that hyaline cells are predominantly uninucleate, whale dark 
cells are mainly multinucleate,
parallel, rhisomorph-like aggregations are often formed in plate 
culture (Kiisson 1969) and these may be comparable to the hyphae found 
on itke roots and culm of infected plants* padwick (1936a,) suggested 
that the growth habit of these "rhizomorphs11 was dependent on the 
particular individual isolate. The same author reported that culture 
media affect colour and growth habit*
With so many variable features, the most useful diagnostic 
feature appears to be the characteristic whorled appearance of the 
colony margin (in plate culture) due to the curling back of the 
outermost hyphae* This feature is reported by Butler (I96I), llilsson 
(1969) and Shipton (1970)*
(ii). Perithecia* Qphiobolus graminis produces sexual spores and 
what are believed to be asexual spores or micro-conidia. perithecial 
production is sporadic on artificial or semi-artificial media* However, 
given suitable conditions of light and nutrients, perithecia form' 
as dark brown or dark grey-black flask-shaped bodies of approximately 
diameter. The curved neck is usually 2QGpa in length, or longer* 
At maturity, under suitable conditions of light and moisture, the 
ascospores are discharged in a mucilaginous mass from the ostiole at 
the apex of the perithecial neck* Samuel and Garrett (1933) and 
Gregory and Stedman (1958)« who have studied the discharge in some 
detail, consider it to be an active process*
The asci are thin-walled, clavate bodies with rounded apices.
Each contains eight ascospores* The ascospores are thread-like, septate 
and slightly spirally twisted* Length and septation of the ascospores
are variable, again probably being strain-daperident* ' Detailed studies 
of tbs ascospores .have been carried out by Butler and Jones (1361)» 
Chambers and Fient j© (1967a and b) and KcAlpin© Q$Ok)» among 
mry others#
(Hi)* . j£cro-conidla* Asexual ©pores, or Eicro-conidias are also 
produced by ftphiobolus* These' fc&vo been observed by a number of workers 
including Brown and Hornby (19?1) 9 Kirby (19&5) and leaa&rc and. poncfcet 
<1963)* fhsir_ function is uncertain* GindraV {I366) suggests that 
they say play a role in fertilisation, ''sinee they are- co^only found 
in association with perithecia. However* Brown and Hornby (19?1) • 
reported their presence in mycelial AnocuXa :in 'the absence of' perithecia* 
The sane authors confirmed the earlier suggestion that these cohidia ' 
were phtalospores, bearing a marked resemblance to phialopliora radlcicola 
Cain, Janeiro and 'poiichet (1363) - suggested that p» radlcicola is tiio 
•eonidiai state of 0* graisinis. ■ .Brown and Hornby (I97I) have reservationslam<»<aiM,V> >»«« mriMM■*»mwuct»»  ^  ^m w w
about tills, since they have not observed germination of Qphiobolus 
conidia# Scott (19?0) also. compared the two fungi* He isolated an 
aviralent fungus from wheat and .grasses which resembled p» radlcicola* 
but differed fros '0»- graalnia .in the -shape of. its phialidss and 
pldalospores- and'in its growth rate, The "conidia-of this fungus wore 
seen to geminate* .-Balls' (19705 sad Scott (1970) regard p» • radlcicola 
as an avirulont -parasite of wheat which nay be mistaken for Opliiobolus, 
Tliis nay account for the variable porithaeial production :and. 
patlBgenicity which has been reported for Opliiobolus isolates. Further* 
Scott (1970) states that pre-infection with p» radlcicola prevents 
'infection 'by Qphiobolus, whether ih© two organisms are strains of the 
sane species or two ■ distinct species has' yet to bo ascertained.
(&)# Main m m m  of ..inocttlus* Until xeeentagr# Imowloclgo of to 
iiiffeotioa process, has boon limited# although a mttor of studies tm® 
boon mads e*g*. fellows (1928) * Garrett (l$3hh) and mre recently by 
Brosm and Horabj (19J1)* from the work carried out* tore is little 
doubt that t o  main agents of spread of take-all are infected host • 
reslctos reining in t o  soil# t o  possible ro2os of ascospores and 
32^ cro*oonidia as agents of spread will bo discussed later#
(34)* ' .Scologioal status of Onhloholtia# As stated bgr Garrett (1963a) p 
Qphiobolus can be regarded as a ssid-obligato# or ecological^ /- obligate 
parasite which is capable of survival in infected host debris for a 
considerable tto*. in t o  absence of a living host* it does not grow 
out sii.de blio so residues or eonpoto for now substrates as Opliioboins 
£$phae hav© a strictly United ability to grow through unsterilo soils# 
B m m  and Hornby (197X) demonstrated .that t o  presence of living host 
roots removes this restriotioB* l^phao torn several inoculum sources 
m m  town to be eapabXo of up to several siXBmotres growth tlirougli 
unsterile soils#. .Thus# in to presence of a suitable host# iwphal 
growth is • stimulated and infection my occur#
(344)# Jjpatrpr ^ Into ^ Bitrgr into host tissues appears to ho
by a cognation of cbasical and m^ctoiieal mans# penetration my 
occur at apy part of the epidermal cell# without t o  formation of 
disitoi apprsssoria# Both Davis (1935) and Bussell (193b) noted a 
chants in ths staining reaction of host colls at# or near* t o  site 
of p^stration* toj considered tot this night result from t o  
production of ©0m  mmym or toj&n by to  fungus* Follows (1938)
«*■ Q
reported tot at* 02? before* J^phal ponototto*# the host eoXX wall 
boc&se .toy* mmli totoned# As wall as uniform toekening on all oeU ■ 
walls# tos-author also observed t o  dsv^opmeKi of p?otrabsrane©a 
■ which grew toad of t o  pent^ratog t^phas as .if to prevent thorn 
from. entering t o  Xmson of the celX#. Bo .stated that toss and other 
tkitomimgs wore chiefly ms%pm& of Hgnlm* Bs therefore named the - 
.proirtortoosi XlipittorS* lfi31&>~o&to {193S) stated that* 
although toss lijpittora t-sor© normally £$&®3^ Wz&p their apptoahee 
setod to vary according to t o  host plash Involved* ThB ease author . 
Btsggested that; diffe»oes in ligto prochiotion might account for . 
variaticffits in rdslsiaae© to ito^aXX ajaangto cereals# ,.As reported 
t$r Hilton (1969)* similar ihMseaimgs t o  i^XI^jalX reactions are 
'ton to occur- in ©tor host plants in response to the attach of a 
variety of* pathogens#
Stoat work by 'Br&m and Hornby (19?1) on the reaction of 
•Qgitohoius to t o  pptone© of toat roots* lias town h m  differences in 
inooulns.ia^ r affect t o  imfeetta* process* tody work showed that 
nyeeBal' Inomila yscpSyed a Ceding ■stage prior to infection of 
seminal roots* Such latote produced -saprophitic 'k&emp# and 
c&todsod root hairs before actually -infecting t o  min root ;ksis# 
Ilyphae -|& root haira -did not* ipjtolly* grow into the root* Both 
plionoi^ aa m m  reipedsd as ^ feeding11 stages since tody presence, ws©
' less narlsDd:ia  'Momila with larger food reserves e*g* infected host 
roots or stuMLe debris* to ss  a^hmp^  -wore ephemeral-and Xysed m 
'mm'rn peaetoitai bad occurred*
(iv).* ' Baero** and'mforolw^ias* once penetration has been actoplisiaed# 
!i» .CJ '*>
t o  to to te ris t& e  4arh te m  l^rpto begin to ••'sptodwar U r n  root 
surface* i t  intoi?als#; to s s  produce -l^ slaso tranches shldh j^otrat© .' 
t o  caftan*. ■ ■ -£&32o&$ ■ (1$®B) *~s t o  ■ f ir s t  to 41 skisguiMi these -tiio;/ 
top&siX i$pes*. ll©:dhseri?0d that ms^oippliso- occasional^ #* penetrated 
the oorte.to © depth of rnio-m ts#o mil® and tot-to'aic^ol^pte - 
tiare ■present oft to - root surface and within the root tissues# * j & m m  ‘ • 
teller t$phao • darta* with- age* HatMa the vescsfe? tissues* th® 
h^ phim m m % M &  t o  en^rnal mc^l^phae*. iHssob (3.969) noted 
,tot tos© %pfce felXosiod t o  .TOsetila? ,s^sto -for som distance#
H?oa to' root tip in _taish~ito fatoon#'
Garrett {X93l&.r -3,936) postitotad that to iiilcrol^ pte .are 
mspomSMjsi for 3jrti®abim and for mtsltloa of t o  mcroiOTto*
!!© proposed the teams «5nfectia» i^phae” for to hyaline nl.crol^ rp!ia©. 
and «ruBft@? log&ao” .for the eternal asacrol^hse# These have boon 
gcnsral^ r accepted* Garrett obsorired tot %  to 20°G runner .t^ phae 
<Ed fiot-spmacl mltlilft *to host tissues to ar^ great extent* Mxxm 
tMs toi^?ato©f. howes^ r* U® noted tot son© !$pha© Here -growing • • : .
on© or t o  cells 4a^ 5b  t o  cartes* ssMng'toir detection re^r difficult* 
lie concluded tliat tla-ld.gber tsii^ratm^s were bailing sose of feat 
on last cell wall resistance,*
JXi osist I t  t o  been, obser&od t o t  t o  runner lg?pftao enter 
the root mid gmm  pa^llal. to t o  root surface in t o  oii>opiteto«'' 
iron to.imrh of fntmr (l^ob) j? i*U S301 as that oat roots offer less •' 
resisiane© to liyphaX ente^ than tshoat roots*
Gno© penetotimi has occurred, lignin fomtlcn and tissue 
disintegration result In root disf&hction# H^ pftal spread following 
infection of a a*' fraX root .can result In infection of coronal roots*
10 «*
stjb-eoronal interned© ancLto a m  of t o  plant# In young plants# 
t o  colooptife %m also-bo Infected* H&phal spread can occur 
between roots and between adjacent plants#
'(v)# Possible role of pMalospores and' ascospores as agents o:
* * ft'iK'itfi'V iiiii' mr itr-rrn7intnifTiiTir?|-m iffrrtnrnmrii irawyi nirwnnirimnmrmirmnni'r im imriirritMignmir-iimnt^tri'MTnwiriirnfrnriiT- ii« iiiiiiiiini*»>ifliiw iw»v'»wm >w *«f?T'irwtff<:irtaiC"T^i-Trrfiar 
infection# Although.QtMofaolus produces both ascospores.and .•
- phialospores* it sm m  that toir role in establishing mat infections 
is lis&ted* M  t o  case of phioXospores* little is town since toy 
imm not been m m  to geminate#
W m  is Imomi about t o  possible role of ascospores as agents 
of infection# Samel -and Garrett (1933) showed that: ascosnor© 
discharge is m  aotiire process*. toy postulated that t o  spores are 
0 jested into the air and carried by the-wind* subsequently# toy m p  
b© washed d a m  in the rain and set up new infections* This* toy 
statod» accounted for severe outbreaks of take-all in South Australia 
following heavy spring rainfall* However # in a later paper* Garrett (1939) 
reported tot he was unable to infect tout roots* using ascospores*' 
in unsberiX© soil or sand* He postulated that t o  food reserves of 
Individual spores were insufficient to establish infection except 
in sterile conditions# Farther * as Qphiobolus. can b© effectively 
starved out of t o  soil by suitable crop rotations# it m o m  unlikely 
tot ascospores could play any significant part in the epidemiology 
of taka-all*
In 1$^S$ outbreaks of take-all wore reported on to newly 
drained Hprth-east poldsrs* Bo am (X<$6) reported that now polders 
wero first colonised by grass species* especially Agrostis app*
(Hasy grasses ore town to be - susceptible to talvc-all# Afgrostis spp#
.being mmng tboss)* fh® grass sward is ploughed tm& two' or toeo 
aaceesslve tost crops arc takes# It m o  found that t o  first crop 
was slightly infested# toreas t o  second and third crops m m  
severely affected by ito-alX*' it is posslMs tot# 'tsicter to ''relatively 
sterile conditions in &' newly drained polder* ascbspbres are able 
to infest • colonising grasses# These grasses ton servo as'tooalnn* 
infecting t o  follossiag toat crops*. Oerlsgk (X968) nsntions that* 
under sterile or seisi-oteriXe greenhouse conditions® ascospor© ■ 
infections are a regular oecurrenge#
* Brooks Q$6k-% 1965b) m s  able to obtain infection of opposed 
roots of toab seedlings geminated on t o  soil surface*. Smh 
Infection cobM occur in t o  field ©#.g# mods tod at harvest 
gorninatiiig on to soil surface (volunteer plants) wo rid bo 
susceptible* Brooks failed to infect grasses# but t o  possibility 
of this occurring in t o  field emmet' be sxcXudodt
t o  above work M s  stem tot infection by ascospores* in t o  
field*; is possible* I&mwz* a variety of factors sust bo torn ' 
into account# Ascospores s^pear to segptao specific conditions 
for successful gemination in mstm&M conditions* Desiccation f 
mtagonisa and dilution of ^ geraliisMoji otoulatosy substances1* 
all affect geralmtion adversely* Willetts (1^1) noted tot 
ascospores gorninated bettor while still in t o  ascus and numroua 
workers have reported t o  .poor gernimbiXliy of single ascospores* 
l^viously* padwiok (1933) bad suggested tot this was duo to t o  
dilution of sose ossontiaX. growth or gombmtion factor* This . 
sensitivity of ascospores to gemination conditions has .bom. 
reported by Brooks; (X96%# 1965b)* Garrett (1939* 19^3)* .
S s to l (3.$&**)# Samel and Garrett ( i f 33) md Teste (X9C3)*' w s  
o to ra *
TM $btH ty o f asoosporoo to survive la  also variable# S M i 
and te rcbb  .(1933) assorted survival to  bo a t Smsi 6 a t 32% 
and 24% toiter .m ist conditions* . i t  t o  sam tosijomtaroof under 
dry acmdltioESf siEnfeal was % mil 3 days mapeetively* iriity (1925) 
reported a such shorter survival tin s*
T ito  overall se n s itiv ity  to  conditions, to s s  to  preclude 
the p o ss ib ility  o f asoosporos bojkg msponsibX© fo r t o  i-iide-soale 
spread o f jn te to n #  However# t o  p o ss ib ility  o f t o ir  being 
rospc.nsibls fo r XoeaXtod outbreaks camot bo m led out*
.Smtofcs in  the fle M *
Ono o f to wst obvious eynpions o f tako~a2X in t o  fie ld#  is 
• t o  pressace o f rare m  3<r~ «, c ircu la r patches o f stunted plants* 
XscuUfted infected plants# nay also occur readonly itoughout t o  crop* 
Such plants 2?lp0B early tod assure t o  otetoteiistio' *%hit0litods? 
app^totooo* Tito is socially noticeable tinder dry conditions#
C od plants tiavs j&orly developed ears coafsdtiiBs sliriwHod grain# 
li^BOstopic of infactod roof ^ stas tows ton to bo
teitto tod tilsooloisred due to t o  invasion of tissue by t o  fungus* 
On ctoser toe0$%atlc% t o  characteristic dark brown manor hyphao 
can be observed on the root surface* A sore detailed description of 
toss tod otor Eieroaooipie features of infected roots appears above* 
Beneath t o  basal leaf toatti# just above ground level a connect nat 
of lyeoitol develops# Horn* to psritliecia are forned* T$m
peritlBoial molm probmtie through t o  leaf bases and t o  ascospores
are actively discharged Sat© in.' the season* periteoial structure 
0m & lhB d e ls m bore*-
Host mif-Qc' ; ■• - '• ■■.■;,'■'■,■
(i)* 4 • i^ Bocotyledoiia* ■ ■ l^s the -available -literature»• it would '
* m twwwHwawm *m  n, i,i>jWitftMB wf'iTnwii’unMisi'iat ; • . ^
appear.that inflation by-O^ioboltis• gras&nia:-is Boot severe in ’
-xs&berff of the .Gtmimas*. • SteoB. previously published m rk $ ■. - 
! Garrett - ^ 19^ 3} concluded, that wheat is the mn% -susceptible cereal# 
barley ©lightly leas ©o« Bd stated-that zys is coaparitively
resistant and oats alaosi irrnrs to direction# it sees© i&so likely* 
from.tho work of viilXeit© (X36I) # that oats should be classified 
ss-bighly resistant to attack by Qpliiobolua ggasaSiiis# However*
w  ^  Omari T i n  r» nffw w m i m n  h b ,i m a g  ^
Turner (19*&a) stored that oats are susceptible to a strain of the 
take-all fungus* 0* grantnls yar* arenas E»K# 'Turjior* Tdrhy (1935) 
and Eussoll (193t) ©kmsOd that both rice and naiso war© highly resistant 
to take-all* as is Sommra (Gottlieb# ’iJbtorsfcr do IBornandss and .-.
Eogers I95B ©it# Butlar I96X)#
Take-aH bosses are nest sever©'in crops' £o22j$tij®g' pasture 
which includes.susceptible grasses (FaiMefc and Bsmry.1933* Garrett 
19 0^)* Various workers have rantioned that certain grass spooies can 
act a©-host to Opliiobolus in the absence of suitable cereal' crops#
For eKa£g)l©# M rm rrron ropsns and Holcu© Iruiattis a m  known- to. be 
©Gvaraly attacked.by take-all# ,other ■ species• known to be susceptible • 
to .are ilgrostis spp** Bronus spp, and Elyrais spp# Brooks (1365a).
showed lolfui -italtoaa# -L»-psronn©* Fostuea ■ rubra and pactyJSa glomerate 
to ho th©. m s t' effeciont carriers of take-all .proper#. vrMle' . 
MrrlwrntbBrm olafclas#- loliun It&tlcim and Agrostis spp* .wore nost 
effective as carriers of o« granlnla mu» - avenao# . Although .ssvoroly
infected' plants of PlUsum. pretense were coimon in naturally infected 
fieM plots*. there was little Gm®$~omv 'in OJ^eriEontal plots*
These results do not altogettor agree with. those of other workers 
sines# under fisM conditions# tto iys**grasscs appear to have a high 
dsgro© of resistance to tato-aH# Similarly* Oarratt (19 0^# 19*ilfe) 
stood that ABrtonattoguis eiatlus was sufficiently taiss tonartodly 
reduce tto carryover of take-sll* it ©eons likely# that conditions 
of infection m d  tto particular strain of Opliiobolus involved will 
hmo m m  effect on infection of these grasses* Corlagh (1$6S) 
reported tto presence of runner hyplme on stolons of pJaragalteg 
oonamais* which also to .& carry-over host for iak©-a32*
iul)<ii}* Bicotyledons* Although graminaceous plants are the min hod 
of Qphiobolus * its presence 1ms toon observed on the roots of sore 
dicotyledons# totafo&e in this connection is the work of iltillor-Kogiop 
(193$)* 8& studied the effect of Opliiobolus on a variety of .dicotyledonous 
species# SOto opocies ©#g* gelphinima ^ peered to to totally isisuno ■ 
to infection* m  others# such as Veronica spp#* to found evidence 
of nsmer tiyphas of tto root surface together with si$as .of 
penetration of tto outer corte and li^jitubor' formation# 2ft these 
types# towovsr# infection did not proceed any further# Among moisbero 
of the Brassicae* to found a greater degree of susceptibility# with • 
rapid entry into tto primary root oortos# This was sloughed off by 
pericyclie per&cftraa formation# thus restricting spread of tto pathogen*
2n com cases* to found evidence of lignitiibers in tto ondodomis*
Em-^ trer # the fungus was unable to penetrate this barrier* Bapld • 
infection of tto primary root cortec was also observed in m m
Omn&viG&s m p* M  m m  plants* of grc&tif inhibition
rosuliins torn infection xias c&aoinfed# but no m m m  disease gytpbom  
m va m oordedU’ Onlj the outer cell lasers m m  infected end m  
penetration of the vasei&ar systei occurred# It sagr bo that the 
toe eospXas; toaetisre of the cHco%aoclon promts severe infeetim 
%  ta l& H & l*
Imports of dicotyledons infected l^ r QphloboXtts In the field 
are raro# It seem therefore* that they plsy
oignlfioar/^  part da ilia eidtodnXogy of the disease*
factors affecting occmrronoo and sttrrlval of ta!-e~all«
X*.- • Soil factoid*.?|^<fojfr>-M«W!fctafc 4*V>W*Wi E-WM*'* & '
(&)* S013. t;rpp, Gam*ott (193?f» 3.5*%)# (Sjnms (1950) aaS Sanao! (1937) 
state that tsto-all Is nost prevalent on loose* llght^tecturcd 
soils *?ith good .aeration e*g* osn^r soils# gogg (1959) 
reported that the disease is not restricted to those soils .md m m m  
losses t o  to ta!©*a2! .to© occurred on- day soils* (193?)
and Garrett O$i0) have stein'that cool* cxng&ct soils aroisora 
33&£y to retain tbs disease tto loose* tg&a soils*
Garrett (X9*i2) suggested that light soils favour the disease 
for the felXosdng reasons# Otiing to tbs good aeration of m m  soils# 
tbs Mslbitory* effects of respiratory are -virtually cUtoated#
Shis allors good hyrlsaX spread of th© pathogen# vito such spread 
•is rostrlotecl# the © o m  of the host plant is not infected until 
late? in its ctoaloi^ont and so the offsets of the disease are 
aiiidiitosd# . Tim mmo author postulates that i&fcaXlns soils act as 
acceptors for c %  in tho soil# again, seducing inhibition of 
rannor I$pha©# Ho further suggests -that tlis poor nutrient status
and toer*hold ing capacity o f sandy soils Increases the 
aiiaeopilbiXiiy to -disease# san^r soils also appear to restrict
ovam root' cfevolopnsnti
(ii)* ' Soil pH# The greater prevalence of ialse-all in aasaxsj 
Soils ssas reported by 63ynhe' (1935)% ' information from t o ' major ' 
nimt-groirimg arto* together trith e^sylmnial i$ork by o&rroit : 
(1935# 1937a* 1937b* 19kC)' had'pohcbei and coppenet (1957) 
su p p o rte d  t ld s *  "
30a culture and unto ©xperlasntal conditions f it lias boon 
ston tto QphloboMs has’ a aide tolerance to pH* gromlng 
satisfactorily over the range pH 3*2 - pH, 3#6» Bard and Horny (I96I) 
report that this tolerance does not occur unto field conditions* 
although infection mill occur in acid soils# Take -all will 
develop even at a pH unsuitable for cereal cropping# J*B# Smith (1965) 
reported obtaining Infection at pH 5* iiMXo otto totos have 
recorded infection at pH 8*
Garrett (1937b) demonstrated tto a high degree of soil 
aeration raas capable of minifying the effects of Ion* pH* lie ■ 
studied the, grtoh of runner hyphao# over a 1M^'period tdth 
varying pH and aeration* Bitb poor aeration* Ophiobolus gres? 8mm - 
at pH 5*9 end X7m at pH 8*. Bi mll^aerated sand* grtoh ti&s 
31m and 35m at the m m  pH values*
M  cited by Bailor (1961)* /mgell obtained converse results 
in that ho obtained greater infection In imlimod soil tto in a 
similar # limed soil# lie maintained that liming increased the 
availability of nutrients to the host roots# it is-fcnosa# tto 
pH and ito status can affect the ava-ilabllity of nitrogen and
*? rj *» *uf
phosgfecrus to t o  plants as uaX3L .as affecting stooto© and Conation of 
t o  ^ st roots* Wind <19®?)' stood -that Mgb addi-bp routed in a 
-tiu.c cr root coite& arid a £o^ § in t o  dlasster of th& M&lm w m m is#
S&dl* offoots sot l i M p  to alter boot ptaxb' aosoegfcibillbp to 
dtoas©* ■
{ill}* S^oS2;imiirient -statas aint fert^tj* .l^ csmsa ta!a**aXl is- 
pra&gtob irndar it bas-fcaon ass'ussd that
it is associated tdth mXL& of low fertility AXtoogh
ihora be sosaa basis of tot in this# it is also trm tot tabc«*aXX 
is not m m m s m  m  .soils ttMjph baw been taaag£it to a high Xavel of 
Ceri&litgr under a logane grass Xep or 1^ -'mibalai^d action, of 
fertilisers* Hoiss^# is .ganaral* Garratt:£s (l^S) st&tonxt tot 
intotlon. bp ta&Mftl is inverse^ Proportional to t o  host plant*s 
imt3?iont status is accepted* Garrett (1941)' produced definite 
o^psrtontal stiUtenoe tot ^ Xciensp of ang of t o . s&i©r ©laments 
viz* n&togen* and pciassXtm* loads; to increased losse#
&b  to take-cOX® Stnto, Gatop m d  €te!s (1943) suggested tot 
toro uas a eorreXabSom between 'to’ pho^Iioras * nitogsa baiaaoe 
and ittoase rosistcmss* lOTsddi&g. tot aXtegon was not limiting#
top reported tot increasing mmt&& of sip^phospimte inerotfcod
- ,! . . .  c
t o  eentel of tels©^a£U sMs.ssgr. be# i^.lBast;.p3itol3f‘ti.a.pS 
effect* sliw t o  addition, of mrx^tosphato 'baasos topsraazp#, 
local inereasQs M  aoiditp da© to t o  p^senee of PpG^ in,soil 
sglsbion^ it also «5om*agos root grouth«
According to. Garrett (1943# 1950a# 1950c)' and (Ipmie (1950)# 
t o  addition of sitroges10ns fertiliser#- during t o  growth of t o  
©rep* reduces disease Sns&d®nc©« Garrett (1941# 1943) and
23 **
Sfcsudbo-ot al suggest that nitrogen encourages ecotsn root
■ prodaotloa# promtlng ■ «dls©aso escape*1* m m m ?9 Garnett Q$'kB§. 
•1956# X963a) sports that at .certain iiues* -tbs addition-of altroeoa 
tas^r retard root doveloj^nt* i^pertoataX viorfc 1ms also shorn that 
the effect of nitrogen mi individual roots is to increase disease 
incidence* jjilsson {1969} reports that excess nitrogen nay. cause 
a dscrcas© in lignin production in tlio root, cspeoXally in the 
mib^pidsrimX lasers* fMs ^©21 ease the infection path 
.-.of the pathogen*. Scott (1969) reports that nitrogen enhances 
survival of Ophiobolus In th© soil* It mens* that high nitrogen 
during growth of the crop and 2m  nitrogen between crops will 
shorten the survival period of ppMobolus*
Hitrogen is only beneficial to the crop providing that water 
is net Uniting# Shore is also som  evidence that the 
carbon/nitrogon ratio nay be significant in disease resistance* 
since.it 1ms been stem that this ratio affects the balance of 
.root/shoot growth# nilsson (1969) $%orts that .under a high 
nitrogen/loif carbon reoto* shoot g^tith is good and root growth 
poor* The converse is also true*
Iflnor etaseriis e*g# sine and copper enhance ImaXihy root 
devolopssntf Butler {I96I).suggests that there is evidence .that 
these elements nay encourage the d^ecline** of pphlobolus* The 
decline phenomnon irlH be discussed later*
There is a great deal of conflicting evidence regarding 
the role of nutrients and the control of tahe-aXX* It appears 
that the rnjor elemnts are boncficlal to both host and parasite* 
te-OTer* the ■ advantages to the host worn to outweigh those to
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the fungus*
, .. OphiohoXus is .normally found in the soil at • depths' between 
30, and £0®m* although it has hem found-at lower levels* The . 
organism is capable of sm’VivaX for between- sis ninths and- > 4 'years# 
although tlds is. dependent on'many factors such as temperature# 
mitrieat lomsl:a M  nicrobial aotiritj*
(iv)* Soil moisture* As issntionsd previously# tako-aH is most 
prevalent under -wet soil conditions#especially during the later 
part of'the growing season# itwvsr# attests at defining the 
optima moisture level for talco-aH have produced variable results# 
l^Kinnsy and Davis (19S5* 1925a) reported that soil moisture - 
etnivalent to' .70*80$ ©oistur© bolding capacity .(KtHtC#) gave the 
highest incidence of infection* Hussell (1931# 193 )^ found 
3D~*40$ i-i#H#C# xiao optima and that infection declined up to 75$ 
H#H*C* .Sanford (192?) and winter (1939) suggest *i0-6o$ 
as optima* i£Klnnsy and Davis (1925) stated that high moisture 
content especially favoured infection when associated with high 
tei^eratares* Winter (19^ 0a#b) found that high moisture levels 
v m m  m m  effective in promoting infection in i^H-aeratod soils* 
and conversely#
The variability of the figures for optXmm moisture is 
probably associated with the use of K«B#0* as the standard* M#!I«C* 
is dependent on soil type# texture and structure# Those will be 
affected by the soil*s history as regards cultivation* handling 
and water relations (Griffin 1933)# Unless all ©xporirxmts wore 
carried out using the m m  soil# the above figures are not 
directly comparable* when defining soil water regimes# it is
(So *w
probably better to do so in terms of pFi whioh gives son© Hasbro of • 
tbs availability of soil' moisture to ergariisms ia that soil#
(v ); Soil temperattire# ' Qphlebolus is tolorhnt of a wide range of 
ies^raturos* Bellows {1941} ©ta$M thati ' ia naturally infested 
soilsi the pathogen ise capable of surviving teisporatiires between 
~X9°C .and 52?0i The optima for growth* in culture;, appears to be 
20»25°e {Russell 193b* Ward and Henry I96I)# In sterilised soil* 
the optima is similar* but in natural soils it is considerably - 
lower (12-2o°c) (Homy 1932* Garrett 1934b mid Bussell 1934)*,
Garrett (1934b) and ismsy (1932) state that high benperaiures express 
tahs>all in «nst©ri3s soil because they increase the general level 
of sdcrbbial activity#- This results in a greater degree; of 
conpetitlon and antagonism towards tbs pathogen* This* boisovori 
only appears to be true of soils trlth added artificial imocula#
Garrett (1939s# 1942 « 195^) suggests that jrelstivoly high 
temperatures (25°0) tend to encourage infection in natural soils*
Such temperatures also tend to deereas© host .vigour and natural 
resistance to disease* •
2ft: Climatic factors*
Cltaatlo factors can affect the parasite t the host and oilier 
soil x&cro^ganisns* so that their influence on disease is likely, 
to be difficult to interpret* Some of th© climate controlled factors 
■affecting take**all suoh as roisture and temperature have already boon 
.mentioned* light nsy also play & significant part in disease incidence# 
low light conditions will affect tbs host mtabolisn to som  extent*
The light resptonents of the host are also dependent on soil 
teimBrature*
PI
Soil and oH m tic factors are verjreroch interdependent aid 
th e ir effects on host and parasite are lik e ly  to overlap* They as?© 
also lik e ly  to have' aoiso bearing on factors moh as root cncid&tlon 
•and the rhisoopte© flo ra  aid th e ir effect on iake**all*
111* .Effect of olBisfeals* '
The..effects of pesticides and other ehamie&Xs on the incidence 
and severity of talse-all appear to bo variety salt (1958) stated 
that the application of the herfeicida CKP? to the growing crop 
resulted in a doubling of the percentage of directed - straws* - However* 
further" work (Salt X962) showed that CMP?* t WPA and TBA had 
absolutely no effect on disease incidence* it has been suggested 
that sono chlorinated ’hydrocarbons such as chlordana* aldrin* dieldrin 
aid haptachlor reduce dlsoaso Sncldonc© (Salt I962, Slope, Knight 
and Barter 1963# Slope and Barter 2$6h9 Slope and last 1963 and 
Immch I 963)* Slope and Last (1963} found that the,above taantlonec! 
hydrocarbons m re effective in reducing take-all, in pot~irAaXs* ten 
utasd with infested soil at a rate of application equivalent to 
183i>/acre* ' Eeptaohlor was the effectivef reducing, the nuter 
of infected mmInal roots ffcon 56yt to 3?p and the.number of infected 
crown roots froa 66$ to 2jt* At this rate of application., the standard 
fimgicide ihiraa did not • affect the Andteee of take-all*
Cvmninghan (1966a) reported that cyclocel (CCC) resulted in 
a slight increase in take~all disease,.but reduced qyespot* 'The sane 
author found that fuaigation with notliyl bromide (l&Br) caused m  
increase in the occurronce of take-all* It was postulated that 
fumigation eliminated or suppressed organisms which night normally
conts’ilm te ,to to" feioXogieal control .of, QpW^lmlMs* . i&lsson 
toe reported toreasss,ln tabo^&IX following Iiarfoioida spraying;* 
fMa^offoeb.-is ©specially.pronounced- wiihjfoliar. sprays* toch g »  ,;. 
effective .-against brtoto&%?ect weeds* but tod to he tof festive..-, , 
against tod grasses#. Suoh gpasssos nay, act .as .carriers of -;tafos?*alX#
. • Heii& tos and B e to d ifrte . (X9?0) investigated the in f tones  
o f a awste* of ,tosrhiclcles on Oeuoo0pox»8lla fcerpotgichb&to and • 
Opliiobolxis gm sinist- -.toy--found t o  org&niess to,bo sensitive .to 
a t&ds rang© of o taaio to* toludistg ^osefoaceiaio# Hnuroa# 
g&nol&rmrcn* ayananid® m& ilrmmtmmn in ' teats using concentrations 
between X and 2oqppa# C jtorsailines*. as fomahdom  products of Ita iro n  
and ssonolinnron t«0 -found.to foe slig h tly  mm  fimgiionio ton t o ,  
corresponding tebclcidos# t$2l&noon sad lacas (1969) worldng with 
a variety of so il fungi inelivllng .QphSjobolus granlnls* Trlchodsrm 
v&rldB md Fmm±m etoorua tested t o ir  sensitiv ity  to llnuron* 
pom^mis BDPA and sim sto# A2X t o  c ta ie a ls  u&ro found to. bo 
M dM tory to mm ctont# causing s^jp^sslon of spoils. ©ertoaM m * 
inhibition ;o f growth and ateorm l spors production# X&otob and . 
pm gm t mm  found to foe mm- to g itosdo ..ttei lUPA and toasto®  
f® .vjrlde ms especially sensitive to par&ggat*. .
t o  majority of evidence indicates that. herbicides are 
inhibitory to oph&obolus and other soil fungi* toy m y  also 
affect t o  crop plant*. liilsson (X969) cites several authors t o  
report that herbicides m y  have a tletoorioiis effect on t o  crop 
plant which toy are being used to protect® toy suggest that 
herbicides .can, took root elongation and re toe root mss* as ■ 
wall as causing toormX.root growth* torn effects have been
rated in eareto cud grasses* A^f danafio to t o  root feystea 
•&igh& t o o u r ^  Infection*
Effect o f prior Ssfeettei* 
fsdor .infection Iff 9&to--f~ ' v *  & way fffe e i test res*i<i3 ioo 
to  QpMobote® Bsmdfeot and (1333)' s$®md t o t  fallowing 
iiitcotios 1#  Ilafc&ntosggg^s CcodQ.oteMs) and Fasarte species 
txh^i/m m s m<c p^daeed idito cffioousaso root jpmtiv Xhcrea^ed 
root .^ m U i wi3X help. t o  test plant cnmrcasB infection# or at least 
w^s^m  its  effects* Seott {1910} towed t o t  by
t o  avtotat ps&o&ite phtaftontoa mdictola prevented-&tt&3k 
•&& gKpsa&ncnts to study t o  cometltXen f m  
roovS te to sn  0 iM d b ^ s  and 0* csyrlrdg iras?# avenae*
.Host© and' fhrower (l$fO ) found t o t  cfessd infection roves? ocenrred# 
in these esses® i t  oyn jX r t o t  t o  presence o f anot-to parasite 
trtetto irtotofe or &vtefest* pi?08l* „ infestioa by jtiddfoolm*
*• ** <w w % bs*b5«w%^ ^  •
¥* Effect of root <bmre*
fester {X967} ‘jnapopfced tot M M r w  infect to of bar&ay always 
mrtr4 to fo© aceosspsniod tgr -^ta&TOl .root do* „V vent* fte ssso- 
antor reports stellar effects tilth otto foliar diseases® 'Any 
dassgo to t o  root system ssay load to torassei sus^ptibility 
to infection' ty s?oot-rot T<r *\c -can also bo canoed by
loatoidoal mass# fcy d&ottght* insects cxr aesatodoo# in all casco® 
t o  offsets are siisSXsr* Soss- work by Stoamds and Sall&ns (1933) 
dorianstratcs ;tte effect of root d&vags* Ussy studied ite effect of 
root aspitatian m. and yield® IMs work slwod tot t o
dco traction of ossalnaX roeis results in retarded growth® wliilo loss
of -.erossr roots' 2&ads- to eurSy mtumiioB#- ■ tose- efforts correlate.. 
%rlth. to .dbvoXqjsBSBfc of - symptoms#. <^ ss>nstratsd %  -Stoonds
(2939)# - ■• He states- tot mitoal root intotto’ is- responsible -for'; 
pro* and-post- emergence :billing and retarded ■'growth# while-'orean 
root: faifeetlon - leads to t o  expression of t o  later' sysspioas • ouch 
m  vteteheads and t o  tio&tvmhion of ■ t o  - crossx -prox^ r# SaXLans. (I91&) 
states that both typos of root contribute to t o  final yield*
and first labors! soninaX' roots are t o  sost important 
individually* but t o  crown roots make t o  greatest -aggregate ■ 
contribution* .
VX% Effect of crop rotation .-and cultural practice#
Eagaorloncs has .shown that losses from mloo** eXL or%# »20 st asvero 
in wheat crops following other susceptible crops (Clyiino (1935# 1955)# 
C-ly'iOfiO an©. gropo (l3rr) # Goic,-.ol# and *j -or (Xyo9) unoi ^ ogg (195B))* 
Baring growth of such .a crop* t o m  is a rapid increase in to asount 
of OiMoboXas inoculum in'to soil# - After harvest# this tocisluis - .
•jfeaeaagifWi i»n»»^i^ya<ajcrgii» * *
gradually dine and toomosos# t o  tise'.tton -for this is dopcn^nb 
on a imtor of factors such-as- nutrient -and niorobiological status 
of to soH* 0Ov®?ers Boat authors seen to agree that to mjor 
portion of such tocmlua is el&s&nated after tout 1 year* ffor. this 
•reasons* mst rotational sebesies site for at least 1 year break between 
susoaptole crops#
C^Lnion varies m  to  the most suitable break crop*. Eoijover# 
most authors agree that ito~all as XosSwBwQ. in wheat crops ■&• oHrOi'»«i«n.g 
oats* Baiso* potatoes or logiuae/grass lay* (Budtlin and Garrett (&&*&) * 
J&dsXadso (I96O)# Bemire and Coppenet (1966) and 2ogg Q$5® })*
Budain and nm m tt (2$¥$ rnd (8$m® (105) report 
toroasad incictense of tato»all fbXXowLng grass ley* although 
certain grasses am Immm to  bo carriers of tate**aXX (Brooks (1965}# 
Budd&n md Garrett (S^ Vi) and Garrett (2943b))»
Short psidods of wteat raoeuXiure result In a high level of 
tate«aXX* cont^ Mom cereal grmdus over longer periods results la 
a lowering of QrMobolaa iafootioii# as nil! bo discussed later® 
BssfSvor* teitemabion of long sequences of cereal mxmvCLtwo often 
-loads''to eovore outbreaks of tee^aXX in tte second crop after tbo 
.teak# Glynne (1955)# Snmire and cogpmfc (1968) and slope (1$63) 
Imre'm|K>rtod wmm losses due to iateaXX in tho‘second mop 
after ouch a teak# lomte me! Cftppcnsfo (!@68}; stated that this.
occurred following logos!©# potato or mise teak crops * 
but not after rye-graDs or oats#
Otter eulteaX practices pm also likely to affect .tate*a32 
ineitojce and severity* ploughing and sowing nstbods idXX.foe. 
mentioned tern* ,
EndsXato (tp58) reported ttet top ploughing (35em) , 
imsdlately after harvest* fo22owed by harrowing and suitable crop 
rotation was successful in decreasing tate-aXX incidence and 
Increasing y&eM of tenter tost#
On plots tested frith pm&assm^^. Brooks. md Dawson (1968) 
found that iste**all was lower, on clirect-drillod sites than on those 
which ted ten. looso-pXotsgted# These authors attribute to lowering 
of tafoo-^ lX# on diroat^ drilled plots# to poor dispersal of ite 
pattegen#
Tte effects of terMoMos and fertiliters on tateall' suwival
*■» *
have M m  discussed ©Xsowljor©*
W L* Effect of w^ieiol resistance*
.. J&tile-or no progress fess been md© is attempts to. produce 
•whost varieties wMsh-ar© rosistani to tal^-sll# ■ Eaporbs of .distant 
varieties haw appeared* but have? rarely proved m XXablo*.' Ilo variety 
of .wheat en to hare a significant degree of resistance* although 
sobo species are' nsre jmseeptlbXs than ottos*... Attests .at. 
cljrorosoas transferf. using resistant varieties of . 3^0 have not been 
. successful*.
VZlI* ■ flie decline ptoioaeacai» rliiaossteffo effects and rAcrehlal
nntagonjsB*
It has bean doronstratod that growing tbo sane crop for 
successive years results in an increase- In the population of
soil«*bama pathogens mid a corrospondSag increase in disease incidence and 
severity* A farther period of &g»ocuXiure can. give rise to one 
of two situations* Either there will ha a continued high level 
of infection or* after one or two years of heavy loss# there will be 
•a decrease in disease# She-latter effect is knam as the dscOLine 
phenoBenoa#
Shis effect appears to' be fairly' -cgbeob asong so5X~borno 
diseases* It has teen reported in potato scab caused 'by Streptoryccs 
scabies Connies 0SS9)% Oswald-and Lorens {I95S) and Zogg (2$6y) )•
Glynn© (19^ 5) also, noted a slight decline of eyespot (Cercosporella 
Im^trlolioides) under wheat BonoeuXturc* %*mr (XJftO) found s&Jsilar 
patterns in work with IMMntlios^rus satimaa and Fusariuia. eift&arit&u 
BeeSAit© of Ophioboliis tmder continuous wheat and barley is tieXl^lmam*
tmrii #4<awn*iMTW-^a^aaaaaBa^‘ *r ■
■Kdfes and BAoko (1939) reported patches of infected plants in a 
wheat .crop* These patofes .spread from the centre with each 
succeeding crop# tout.' Infections at ibeir centres bseaisa progressively 
less* tte esb&hit&ng dec^to* Glynns (1935) also reported talsx?!! 
decXto after severe .attacks on both wheat and barley* studying . 
the introduction off.-t$te«a31-£jfto newly drained polders* Bcssa 
(19^ 6* .19^) fornd decline oceurrtijg after .severe outfeaks of talte-ail 
in the second to fourth wheat ©pops*. GerXagb (3$68)» working on 
different polders* found a sinll&r. situation* csseopt that peak 
infection occurred In the second or third cereal crop# Various 
tforkers at Hotfestod E^ertantsl 'Station® saoh m  Slope (1^ 53) . 
and cow {1963) hive reported deeX&ns m  a variety of soils*. iiowover* 
in aost cases# the decline Ins not been as pronounced as that on 
the polders* This nay reflect tho active nature of the colonising 
nicroflora of these poltee# .
Gorin# (19^ 8) -succeeded In reproducing decline under 
glasshouse conditions# Be grow four successive wlisat crops each 
year* prior to sailing each crop* he added rXraXeat Ophlohoias 
Snoonlnm to the soil* Seeds were m m * groan •&? 3 months* harvested 
and assessed for infection* 2b tMs way* he Induced a p?oaomced 
decidua in $ake*a&X after the first crop* Furtheri^rOf If organic 
.mterial# aviralotat QplficMas or other fangi* such as- phaotoaitm 
or HslMntl^^K^tei asp* were added at the beginning of each cycle
*i**a*a^wra#iwaaiat*i^ Bg- <*»*•■- *—  w  v
in place of virulent opMobolus® no feline was detected#
These results suggest that the presence of active ppMobolns 
indices a spooifie antagonisn* They also show that continuous 
wheat cropping# in- itself* is not resj^a^bie for tj^soall decline*
m B m h  -m Brosdfoot (1933a) Imd that loss -of t^ lm rn Q
. ;
mgkl ajc»3&& for tufn^sXX «teoXA»o* Since'fresh. ifto&tifcsa was addsd 
at' the beginning of each crop:cycle# • GcsSLagfrts results, also ir jo a ^  
to dLsprove^ tliiSf
. toXagh Q $3$) a’l^ gcGvSG that tku &^ «^ «j3tate produced la 
response to ite  i^ esoncc o f pfth&obdajg& »a§ Itmgal An origin# • - 
HhApton (13/0) £&ds> a rdn ilar suggestion*. Hosere?*’ ihcro appears to  
fee Httle pefSMte evidence for this* £&& ©XX soil £&oro^rgaalsm,s
V set-'
OpMoboliis..is affected ly the {paoral c»staganlB& found 5a all 'soils#' 
Ss&ag- a ?oo&-rof pathogen* it is isost 3Jiaiy to bo afUcw by 
organism As the t&cat rhisosphoi^ *
. ■'&'
Tkm pm sm m of a greater v? of organisms in the lam ellate 
vicinity of Hving plant roots than in tlio main bot& of tiie soil#' was 
first reported by HAXtnar (190k)© Tl'ds phenomenon As known as tJio 
rfiAsospfer© effect# ' tdvlag roots passing through tIm soil bring 
about changes in the •* * Lon m d ctaleaX smteo of that soH«
Soil pi anti smtrtet'^te may bs' altered by gaseous caateigo and 
%  the addition of ©rgasie ja&iier As the to m  of root owudatos® dead 
root liairs and sloughed off ©atls* Ards Increase in nutrients 
'ratfaces the effect of natoralfy occurring soli fisagAstasis* sbr 
tliosa reasons* Mm r&nosgsbsre provides a' favorable caw&roncent for 
microM^a. growth*
Large nud>ors of substances are tarn to bo oncrotod by i&cat 
roots* as reported *y Gam {195?)..# ik© naluro of such exudates 
dctsrairsss iho nature of the- rliisas^ fers flora# at least to som ewtonta 
Such asudataa zsay encourage antagonistic speolos such as ffricbsdsgpa epp* 
wf&eh Ery prereftt, of Ampodo* infection by OraOffiolus# There is  m m  ■
■mMmm that 'di££omnmB in root exudates and i&croflors nay bs 
rcsponsSMefor differences in varietal susc^tibility*. Tinmin (19^ 1) 
and Loehbead et al (19*10) showed that resistant varieties of flax ' 
and tobacco have a different rMscspbsre flora than susceptible, 
types# ’ Hornby 'and' Illlstrnp (1^7) • and mdler^foipar (1938) have 
studied .the oorrelatioB'befeie^ i Miisosphore flora and resistance 
to pathogenic attack# ’
Hard (1951) # HhAte ^nd Hard and iSsiisy (1961) have
ghost that Qpt^ ibbolUB requires, biotin and thiamin© for growth*
Host (1939) suggested that these substances are excreted I>y wheat 
. roots* thus stimlating 'OiM.obol^ s# Lockhead (1959) found -a 
nw&ter of bacteria in the - zM m sghsm * which were capable of 
synthesising biotin and thiamine; as well as other growth substances* 
Thoeo organisms were found m m  conaorily in the rhisospksre of barley 
plants than in  that of rye* This m y  explain* at least partially * 
the greater resistance of rye to attack by .Qjjhiobolas*
ikmg the eost detailed work on the sMsosphere of wheat is 
Hint of .BlvAero (195?* 1958* .1950* 1951)* This work showed that ■ 
the zhlsospber© a?'bet.is.greatest at the end of tillering* 
particularly at the tte> of ear formation* /IX n&ero^rganisss#' with 
•the .^ eeptioii of celltllo^-dDOomposars# m m  siimiaied by the 
present of living wheat roots* In the far rhAsQSptao>‘ ©tiEuIaticm 
occurred only at tillering* In the near .Kxisosphere# the effect was 
m m  narked a t a H  stages of plant development# However*’ certain 
grot^s of ©rgsalsss were stimulated at different tines during 
plant g^ casth* Wo? essk&gte# mAtrAf^ pAng bacteria were moderately 
stimulated at gersdnatim®. at a peak at tillering and declined
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bacteria tier© stimulated at all stages# 
i-iith m sdm at and tillering* of all tbs organisms* -
fungi were the east stmngly stimulated by the presence of living 
plait roots#
Blvsdm ic m d that the nutritional groups of bacteria in 
wheat rhisos^hsre m m  ml  sigsifiemily different from .those in 
n control soil* However* Bacillus m p* were mom frequent in 
distant .and control soils than in the rhisosptee*
Bonschr Gacs and i$fc©r (2.963) investigated tbs effect of 
crop plants on soil nicsro-organtes# ctflJndracarpon ^ struetans 
(pctrla radicisola)# Pusarium estoorma and Ophiobolos gmminis 
m m  among the mat coBsohly isolated fungi, from wheat field soils* .
i&tagdnta fron other organises would soon to bo a major - 
factor* in the rhisosphoro of foci* influencing Opliiobolus* Such 
antagonism m p not be confined to the rMsospbare* nor need it bo 
specific to Opliiobolus# A great deal of interest lias been stem in 
the possibility of biological control of talB-aH sinco SZmond® ( I92&) 
noted that* in *mster&to soil# pphlobolus inocitla sho;Bd a marlBd loss 
of TlnHm oQ as compared with similar Inoeula in sterile soil*
Sanford end Broadfoot (£93L) m m  among the first to establish 
that taka-all oouM be recced by microbial activity* • Since then 
may others* such' as Henry (1932)# t&lte and Trolldoiiier (1963) 
and Winter (1933# 19^0) bsw® demonstrated the adverse effects 
of soil microorganisms on opliiobolus* Soaoniuk and Henry (i960)
*"* ■ ' <gw*t wfffwnn rftiirw O M M ^ n i m m " ** ' *  *
steod .that a soiX/eormmeal inoculum of Opliiobolus* placed In 
UBSterile soil# lost its imfeetivity after 3 weeks# They stated 
that this m o  due to a microbiologically induced decomposition
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process* The effect is ©vea uom • narked in reeontaidaated sterile 
soils* owing to -the presence of trigorom  reeolonising fungi such ■ 
as f* .srirlde (tefeig and Ifemy 29*s3}#
nossek aid Gass -(2968) showed tlmt a nnsiber of fungi isolated 
from wheat field soils* by a soil waiiiimg process* are anta^nistio 
to Opurio as* Asong these are. Bcndrspkion namm* GXiomstiw
W'< «Af<fcyi w rj j»int jci ■~s»ar.'aa<r>'**^ntT *"* ssra>»^ <w «pacM&m*»gi »rw»<»s*etyjaiaa- B rji> in»i.m
gutti&ifornis and Sbaclwbotyys cbartariiia* All- these fungi stated 
inhibitor effects on OjMcboXtis*. in trite* langsa (196?) isolated 
fungi fro® wheat rhisosphsre aid tested them-for antagonism to 
Gsjiiobalus® {Siosastix w sovm irar# felans aid PaecHo^ces carmens 
ware found to be inhibitory*
The possibility of «l^ |0i^arasitisB« m s demonstrated by 
Siegle (1961)* This author showed that .Didynella cs&tialis -
parasitised opliiobolns, in wheat rhtesphare, causing lysis of 
lypliaoc
Since Qphtobeliis is sensitive to antagoniss from other 
organisms* it Bight be suggested that t o  decline /phenomenon is 
due to an increase in the number of antagonistic species* stumbo* 
Gainey and dark (I*®) found no si^iificant differences in the 
xmsbsrs or Idnds of organisms in infested and noh-infested soils* 
SiBllarly* Bonseli and m m  (1968) found that crop rotation 'did 
not -effect the nun&er.-of antagonistic species in the soil. Thus* 
the effect of crop rotation on take-all is not likely to be clue 
solely to an-increase in tfco antagonistic jropulation*. .
iMsosptee organisms can. also affect the crop plant* Eovira 
(1963) sade a study-of the affect of certain soil dcro-organistis 
on crop plants# • inoculation of wheat* raise and tomato seeds with
***
Asetoteotcpg Olostgld&m ok! a. i^itrogc:>fi?flrc £cor&t&ti?c Daoi3J-tis 
£ &» en&uacc-d plant, gvooth in  nutecszt aofioiotrb ©:r*£ and a 
l&S$£lsr fep*Uo 2*0031 ©oil* SisOisr efforts Iwwe teen noted ty ISmim* 
Burling!nm and tjactoan (29£&)». ■ Tteso anthers found that. Sjiocslatliig 
wheat & r 1 with /^totator cls’oocoocuia rosuXiGd in tes^vod ritatft 
gr&wbhf although it e M  m i  oantsriL iwt caused fagr
GrlfiOtelus* Tte testoria wood dm tte $bmo e^ertemts iffiodac© 
gmMi 0i&0taaoes r\fe^ arc ten*CleMl to tho.test plant*. suah 
©aboiaros teSp to iioimse tho effects .although' fcfaosr
do asst affect 0 , to* 2X110 titen&y*
r 33-
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Wheat type# . 33a all GKperiiasnt3 the variety Qpal spring wheat was • 
used#- Seed was obtained £m>n Bridget* © E:%eertonial Husbsmdxy. Fars# 
tetyr Worthy# v&nctesier# Bas&eh&tef -,
Soils* nil soils used were also obtained fron Bridget*© E#H*F* 
there are five soil series on the site* the one selected being .
'of the Goombo series* tlis is cellmdLal in origin* being derim d  
£mm c^H'dth^flints m d chalk# It forms a silty loaa to loan 
'of variable depth*: overlying chalk rabble or chalk and is flinty* 
The soil has ample M m  mid has boon classified# on the results' 
of chemical analysis# as met&us/fair for phosphate and low/very low 
for potash*
.Samples wore taken from a number of plots which have boon 
under continuous spring wheat for.varying lengths of tine* The 
plots are also under various 'nitrogen roglteos# Soils were selected 
to represent decline and im«*dsclins types# as mXL as to cover 
different nitrogen reglaes* ,
Soils which had teen tinder continuous spring wheat for 
between om  and three years were considered to' be non-docline 
soils# Those which had been under spring wheat Hffioci&ture for 
five years or m m  were considered to be decHna soils#
The soil samples and their dates of collection * are ■ 
m m m rim d below# ■
Code*
63i* 0*
63»?80f 
63# SX00S 
65**0*_ 
65**80* 
66**80* 
68**0* 
68*80*
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OpMoboltis immfla*
• Several sources' of oiiilobolna ineei&uo m m  uaed^ • Tba$r were***,
2* Culture inoeula*, 2sas^  payees of l*M$ay old B#B*A# cultures.of 
,prahiobolus#- "/ •' •. ' ; ,
Cultures of pgtilofcoias ties?© obtained so follows*.. infected 
roots -showing definite lesions m m  thorough^ washed In  running 
water to reisove rast of the adherent soils. sshe leeloned portions 
of such .roots wore oat into £sa m gm nts md these aegioeirts were 
washed thoroEisIi^ r in sterile distilled viator (20. changes of lo-al 
each)*, . After the final-wash* the segments wore plated out on to 
oi3© of the feltalng Bedia**- p*b*a* Csapek solution agar, dilute 
Csspelc solution agar, noli extract agsr or tap-^ jater agar#, In  all 
oases,, the nediun contained Wipzfml aureosgrcin to suppress 
bacteria1 growth#, After sore growth fron the segments had occurred, 
hptee suspected of being Qphtoboliis ijers dissected out and 
re~plaied* Colonies m m  identified as being 0|Mobo2us ter their 
-cultural diaraoteristiosr perStfeeeSal production -{in mm oases) .
• 4
and, bjr their produce topical infections of wheat roots#,
33a.sons cases, sodium b^oct&or&ie was. used as a surface sterilant#. 
Although a-variety of concentrations and application tines were used* 
surface stabilisation sceiaed to hare a deleterious effect on the 
pathogen* resulting in sparse growth* For this ’ reason, it m s  
Voided to re3^ on the rooWasljing technique as described above#
Single aseosposfe isolates were also obtained# Peritliocia usrc 
allowed to discharge .their spores on to egaavcoated slides, or directly 
on to agar plates* On gerasimiion, single ascospares wore reared 
and reflated on SVB*A#
M  33! eases® regardless of. the isol&btai m$&m» cultures 
m m  jaaSatafined m  ,p#B*iW
Isolates sore also obtained fros is** Batid at
Botlmmstad j&qpeff&Beotal station# Harpendea* lla rtto d s ljte j* A lis t  
of isolates and th e ir origia is  given betar* ; •
Isolate Origin
M*1 Slagle sscospor© isolate fros perlthocia f012nd
on idmt fi©M debris# la eaitiro since goveste 1$68* 
H*2 ■ Single asoosporo .isolate froB'perlilioeia developed on
. m m r iiaental iticat plants# 2b cuXtnro .since FebroDgp 
■: 1970*
K*3 Isolated from imtaal^ infected nheat roots# -In
■ culture since February X969,- 
E*1 Isolated fron naturally infected, wheat roots* In
cx&ture Bince <bro 3,969®
i'll of the above isolates originate fron soils collected 
Smm Budget*© I*B*F# '
fte isolates listed 'feelo*? me® ied bj Br* D# Hornier#
Origin
2b cclttro since Eovesxbsr 1966# Hill prodac© 
perlbta&a under sultana conditions*
Isolated fron diseased t&eat (var« Chaplain)
' April I967® in eiuturo on P*D»A* since then# 
l-S5* D*B# Slops*s isolate 028B# Placed in 
ccltm*© September .1967*
.Isolate 
0g« 12
e #i  ■
76 ■
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Isolate# 0r%isi*
■%'i ' Single asmspom isolate, from m^ erimrxtaXl^  produced
paratlaecda# isaLated Bommm? X96?*.
2# Eros fiiieat fie ld  debris#'■'JaXj-1967^ '1
In all cases where culture inooiilim is used*’ the particular 
isolate involved wiH .be m m d according to the above scheme.#'
ttoat' seeeQJiigs ®s«i germisatecl on moist filter paper in 
peiri dishes* and pieces of a 3Ui**day P*8#iW culture of pphiobolos 
(Xss?). placed on. or. near the roots* contamination was avoided by 
using - surface sterilised seeds' sterile distiXXeci water and sterile 
filter paper* lesioned portions of infected roots were cut into 
sogmnts and used as inoculum# (see belov?) *
3* Field Infected root segments*
naturally infected roots showing- definite lesions were selected 
and washed as previously described for the isolation process#
^gaia# only lesioned portions of the root were used as inoculum* 
fke optissm sis© for those segment inoeuXa ms determined 
e^ritentally* as will he described later#
4# infected wheat field debris# (separated from the soil as will' be 
.described later)#
5# Sand/wheatmeal inoculum*
^  ' uni-V1 nriftftJWiffntfct.'iitff i >***#>;i'#tiir n»im>*i»> in*rnwnit(ii*nim Tn---*ti<wni»iirimiii<
"this was prepared according to the method of Lester and 
SMpion (1967) as follows*
The of ;«»
ground tdieateal. 15 g
Omm. dry •silver sand „ , • # 500 g
,.$after\ 45
fh0 sand* whsatBsal and water were adas&d In a 3po n&- 
conical flask m d aiteslaved, at i2X°C for 20 sdttotes*. After cooling* 
the SBdium was 3xtocs£Lat©d with -2 x 532s squares of a 14*day p#D*A* 
ct&ture of Ophlohoius* . flie flask-was. shaken to-$dx the md&m  
and then-Inc^ featod- for 4 weeks at 22Pc» The flask was 'shaken 
T-^ eekly to. ©satire wd%§m of the medium*.. After 4 weeks*.
the .^ t m ^  m as-tm d to ;inamilate, sop. so .that, the inocptm was' 
i^by wsit^ ai of the soll/inoouluE isbsturo*
'im zA *
brands were used as foH^ss«
® m M malt .g&tract (isolation m ddm )
Qm&d potato ildss&rose ajar ' {isolation and -'stock medium)
• ; M ;m 2 1  m  propriebasy lmands# laboratory prepared P*B*A# , 
was also used* , iMs was rads up as foHowsg*
P&ta&o fertrosa agar ..;
potatoes' . 200 g
. , ' . I^strose... , 20 g
Apr (O&oid Ho* 3) 20 g
■• i&stHled water ., 11,
f*m potatoes wsr© .scrubbed dean m d  .cut Into snail, cubes* 
200g of .these cubes were washed 3a/panning water and-then boiled
in 1 1 of distilled water until thej were soft (about X hour)* The
potatoes wore than ©ashed and sauoesed through susiiji» SOg of agar
< -
were- then added to the filtrate and the uteture boiled to dissolve 
the agar, The dextrose (20g) m s  then stirred in* and ihe'woluuo 
imd® up to 1 1 9- TM radius was autodaved at 1*055 fcs/s^ cn*
' (15 for 20 Biimtos*
gsapeb solution agar (isolation 33@di.1m)
^ 8  was mfe up m  follows ■
■ Sodium nitrate (Fa!I0~) 2*0 g
Potassium dSh^drogpn phosphate (M^PO^) 1*0 g
Baguesluia sulphate (I^SO^TH^O) .0*5 g
Potassius dOoride (101) o#5 g
Ferrous sulphate (PeS0^ 7HpQ) 0.01 g
SucrosG 50*0 g
Agar ■ . a o  g
■ Distilled water 1*0 1
Autoclaved fo r 20 is&mtes.- a t 1*055. %/s%*ea# (25 p«s«X*)
Barentses, tebal isolation tuedfuB (as .above ■+■ 0*5$ ^east 
extract* diluted to 1/6 .strength) was also, used* (haroup (1955) )•
tors ^ pjlieablD (as in the isolation of Ophlobolns from rdots) 
aureo^oia at A^ ps/sQL was added to the above • nsdia*
Bator agar - : used in plate ec^criBonts (see below)
OsoXd Fo*3 agar 12 g
distilled water 1 1 .
Autodaved for 20 ninnies at 1*055 hg/s$* cnf (15 p» &«!#). •
Osold Ko#3 agar
fap m ter
22 g
I X
Autoctoad for 20 minutes at 3U055 &g/s<2#on# (25 p«a«i»)
jpcehhead* s soil extract - agar (cmimeration of soil bacteria)
Agar ■ 
Bator
Soil 1.0 fcg
0*2 g
15*0 g 
1 X
flis soil and water wore sutoclared together for 20 minutes 
at 1*055 bs/s%»em* (15 p*s*i*)» t o  jalxfcure m s  filtered through 
a BueBner funnel aid agar filter* 15s agar* 0®3g aid
1 1 of soil extract uor© rixed and pH adjusted to 6*8 prior 
to sterilising at 1*055 Isg/s^es* (25 p«s*i*)*
Filters*
t o  following f ilte r  papers and filte rs  were used*- 
Itetman Bo*I (7cb# Job# 15cm aid 38*5em diameter) falter 
papers fox'* gerifteiim g seeds and general filtration®
iHiatnan M  filter paper discs (23m  diameter) for assessing 
effects of organisms from decline and non-decline soils on opMobolus* 
Car2ssom«*Pord filter pads (X^cm diameter) and Buchner funnel' 
for filtration of soil suspensions in preparation of i©chhoa&«s soil 
extract agar#
Idlipo^ filters $yp© OS (pore .sis© o#82)in) 25mm and /47m  diameter
l^po'BS (per© sis© B*0)m) 25mm and k*?m diamter
Sheso. viDra.used'in conjunction with, the appropriate filter 
holders either • Millipore.'Switmax'- 35 (Z5tm).
or ./•MHligagD IX 210 **700 (4?Ma)
Sieves
For ©fraction of organic -debris from soils * British Standard 
(B#S# *»10 {l^dE}) and, ti#S# Standard (A*S«T«K* B ell (X96X)) sieves uore 
'deed# ' These are detailed beto#
Bosh Ko# ■' Width of aperture (pm)
10 3jS8o
SO' 39? .
100 ' 250
U«S* Standard sieve British Standard sieve
Surface stoxdlant
to#ia>WMwiiwg»»«»» ’imi are :»w»ri<u >q&twtW6Wf»B»<KiWg»H» - > - .*
SodiUB l^pochlorite (flaool) 0*3$
Conditions for host plant groath»
plants %-j®m"'gp0m  in'both the laboratory and glasshouse*
In the glasshouse* plants m m  generally grown s&igl# in 
plastic pots of 150ml capacity* Exceptions to this wlU. be dealt 
tilth m 'they occur (see below)* Temperature tms imintained at'
18-30°G as far a© possible* .For cost of the year this was quite 
practicable* but on sunny sujsbop afternoons the temperature could 
rise to 36°C# ' temperatures never foil below 25°C# Plants
wore lights watered .daily# ■ there being no strict coats*©! of ©oil 
mister© mBieai* Si^arl^a''there was no strict' control of 
r^atir© .Im^tUiy*" Eros September to April* daylight illnsinatioii 
i as supplemented fey four''Atlas Super Fi^e ^ ihlt© 65/80W' fluorescent 
ttf>ea •ausi^ itdM 80®m qbcm' th® pots* Coitooiled %  a tin© switch* 
they operates fe’oia ofoo ~I£1O0 hours* • ■ ’>
Oenerallyv. giants w  grotm for three' weeks before feeing ■’ 
tesrested and assessed for infection* there were m m  exception© 
to tide and they will 'fee Eontionecl as tbey occur#
M , the tebor&teryi plants wore g p n  on moist filter paper 
or agar plates#- (see balm#)* Boon temperature was normally !9°0# 
althonglvthls 3d#it rise to 32Pg* Again# night temperatures did 
not fall betei 15cC® ■ The plates containing tho plants were placed 
in racks on a sonth«*facing window sill* Light was supplemented 
as necessary by using the laboratory limiting (3 & 6%jBm tubes 
as abosre)* .Again# thro® weeks was the normal growth period* 
file abom conditions - were governed by the amilatole 
facilities and by conyentoice and they Bray not b© ©ptiiasa* Eomrn%>$ 
good @rmth of both the crop and path©gsn liar® been obtained using . 
those conditions and they m o  ©oasldered to be satisfactory for 
this present study*
Dimas© assessment#
■l»;mirf#^ i*ia*w^ .i>#ai>#W>»ji#ii,i>iwnii^ i»iji>1iiirti.ivjii8M<Biii!ite3Bii.
At the. end of tho growth period# plants were harvested and
assessed for infection# plants were washed from tho pots and their 
root systeas gently washed in running water to remove the remaining 
soil particles* The root systems wore then isEersed in water and
ea^aibcdj ©gainst avMie background*’ using a dissecting- binocular 
Mcrescope iepification x ^ 0) for lesions and rusiisr
l^pbae* Hoots bearing lesions* with or Mtlxmr. runner Ifrphse^  
wQm counted as positive* ftobis xrlth miimr i&$m oh!& %mm ' 
counted m  possible positives and &: confirmatory tost carried out, 
in all eases* 'tbs"total miter of roots In each system was counted* •' 
as well as the m Mmr of Infected roots per system* (m tba case - ■ 
of lfeifay*a method .for the. estimation of the density of Ophiobolus 
SnocMiis in the soil* one losioned root was .sufficient to score 
tbs tibole plant .positive* • Here* the total muster of infected 
roots i-ias not counted}#
To confirm that runner byphae wsm Ophf obelus* tbs t allowing 
test it&s carried out® The washed seedlings were placed in individual 
test tubes* and the'tubes plugged® Those tubes wore 'then placed 
in the light* at room tesperatura,*. (1$°«&2Pg) for six wee&s* At 
the end of this period* the roots warn inspected for pcritbecia*
The formation of topical Jh^i~bodIes confirmed the presence of 
0pM.obo3.us, 1 .
EEBHMSSiElg..
<a)» of 0«- man&nite.an
soils from Bridgets E,H*r,
This cspsris&at m & designed to compare the amount of viable- 
soil^horme inoculum of OjMobolus in soils which had been under 
coatt&uoas -spring i-sheat for varying periods of time, The method 
used was that of Eomby (1969) ®
- -For the purposes of this experisisit* various assertions'
££srt bo imde* ' Firstly'* i t  mmt bo assumed that' coaMtlons ay© 
fe/mimbXe to both host and- pathogen. m & that roots wall im m m  
infected I f  ono or m re Infootlvo m lts  nr© present# /•It m m t  also 
be assumed teat the roots of the ^ct plants will 'ttaoiigJi2y 
©mpXor© tho test m t i i m  m &  ii®& «$> infective units p m m m f a  in  
.this isodltm ;M31 be randomly dlstxd&i&etiU M  the absence of a 
.living host* infective unite .are c*«p~ 3ted to bo places of host 
debris previous oolonlsecl by the fungus# Tims* assessing'the'' 
.Infective a b ility  of -this dsbris m il give a isoasiire o f the jmsto? 
of • infective units of the soil# This debris Mist f ir s t  be 
•extracted from the soil# • The procotoo was as fellows#
• • Soils were collected from Bridget*© &«H«F» BsadoB composite 
saspXos wore testa** to & dspfch of XOni&CB# All large stones and 
Hints wore mmm&md 3 litres of ©oil wore placed in a bucket 
fitted with a spornt beta? tho *&»» Tho soil ims saturated with 
water and' allowed to . stand* at 2%# ' Tb® teioSwoi ms teen
££22&d With water to the leva! of the spoilt ant a powerful Jet- of ' .• 
water introduced<b o te  the This agitated tea -soil# causing
orgaMc mteial to rise to tho surface, ■ This was than carried 
' tho spoilt with the mm?£lxm and collected in a series
of sieves# stented sieves o f m s h  m v ^ m  2D* 50 'and loo wex© used# 
'Although all the debris' was mtod la te r* th is In it ia l sopsrat&on 
gave ©case Idea of the range of clobris Mao. in  each soil# .generally# 
tea lo-aesh fraction was tho smallest# Buring tho extraction process# 
a a&ofthtof fine sand and Mmral matter was'earrled over 
’with tea organic’mteriML* This tended to Mock tbs 100 Eesh sieve
***' «*•
m d  constant -clearing, was necessary*. BinsjsaX matter was separated 
from tlie' organic matter by thorough washing- and notation- and 
i^ diisantatiaii processes# fhs differ©nt organic fractions were ' 
tbm thoroughly. missed m m  the coabiaed-mt volujse measured by - 
displaeetK^t of water# This organic mteriaX was' used to laake a 
E x dilution series* with sand as the diluistf the dilutions used 
woras*»1 (whole debris);* I/E* 1/4# X/8 and 1/16® As 'the total 
votes of i M s  tom each soil sas^ sls was small* seedling tests 
were -carried out in si#1X. cylinder a mde tom-fx^yvinyX ebloride
( m h  -
; WC' tiMng of 2m  diameter was out into E«5eir lengths. so' 
that-the internal veto©1 of each'section was approxii^tsiy Eat*
' The actual volume of each tube was ascertained accurately* The 
tubes thus formed were packed with debris or dobris/sand mixture
and one pre^soaked wheat-seed’ sown in each# .• fees tubes were, 
then planted in'pots containing 15011 of sterile sand* 'Five replicates 
of each’ dilution were m%  up* together’with a wmhez* of-extra, 
tubes to allow- for non«germinat3xa of seed® the plants were grown 
for 3 wae&s'under the- glasshouse conditions previously detailed®
At the end 'of the growing period* the plants were harvested and 
assessed for infection# ill soils were assessed in this way m ob iise 
they were sampled® penalty of infective particles was calculated 
using Fisher and fates Table UXXI E»
(fel* InvestlKatioa of the root surface ideroflora of wheat plants
>  *  - j f r •*>I) foVv wifi-«r *»»< ■ «# *»............................................  .iHWMimirw*
fcrmm in dadUn© and non~deelto soils®
This e^srtont -was designed to'determine whether or not 
tore as?© changes 5ai the root-surfaca flora of wheat which night be
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associated with the decline pheBOEkonon* Such changes sight result 
in increased antagonism to Oriiiobolass either by the production of 
ftmgistatic substances or by coveting for foci of infection*.
For the ex$eriesjit9 two soils -wore used*- 
(i)* . 63e?8o$ —  decline soil 
(ii)e 66**60* —  non-decline soil
For both soils t two spring wheat seeds were sown in each of' 
twenty pots C400aX soSX/poi)* In tills way* sufficient plants were 
airailable for study otc? a i&mofc period* with allowance being made 
for ncm-iriabXe seed#, plants m m  g m m  in the glasshouse as 
detailed*
Sambos of 12 plants (6 pots) were taken weeHy* Plants were 
washed fron their pots under running water* The shoot of each plant 
was cut off about Ice above the seed and tho root system washed in 
a pair! dish of distilled water# ffais washing water was changed 
as it became clouds and the' washing process continued until the 
roots appeared to- be clean* Subsequently* om root from each plant 
was iahsa at random* Thom roots fonaed the basis of the root 
flora study*
Before- further washing* these roots were esaminod* under a 
dissecting binocular tdcroseopo* for signs of infection by Opfiiobolus, 
fhe presence of lesions and/or runner hyph&o# together with their 
position was noted# lbs final washing process was based on the 
e e t W  of Harley and vrald (1955)# fills involves serial washing of 
root segments, the ejcpartontal roots were cut into 3inn segments, 
using a sterile scalpel,, and those segments placed In labelled screw- 
topped 'vials containing 5rl sterile distilled water* Segments were
ntutorod according to thsir position roXativo to the' top of tte root*
In  tide tiggr* t o  poijIMoa of at^ r m ^m nt in relation to any otiies* 
ccgrsnt ecrnM ho easily rapped* t o  vials tf&ro cfc&tasi for £ isinuies* 
offer wliioh the washings were rcnored using a sterile pipgtt®§ 4 
fur tor 5rX of sterile distilled water was added and the process •
repeated* mob x ^  fe j  iroif© used* t o  ^ sellings v?oro -
m m a U p  discarded* but an occasional of t o  final washing
ms.pXatod out to ensure its £reo&s-£ro& ¥iabXo fungal. propagates*
-After th© final washing* the Gogwnto i-joto plated oatP singly 
on dilute Caapek solution agar containing aureoi^eln# t o  plates 
m m  insiibatocl at &5°c for 5 dapx anti for a fortor period at room 
tenporature* ' lining this fcisso* t o  plates m m  studied and emergent 
fungi identified* S$><raXiiires wor© sado fro» t$phaX tips for 
confiraatory identification*
taldng smites at moWLy intervals* differences .bo toon 
to root floras of ptasis giwlng In to to ©oils emsM bo observed*
* w In  root flora during t o  es^ertonia! period wore also ascertained*
{e}* /q> Investigation into t o  effect on.infection Isr Qc. rraininis of 
transplanting wheat coocliaga during to  Infoctipxvjs rioC# 
m  -this exporlmnt* it ?ms hoped to dsferoto whether a 
period of growth Jji decline sail* prior to planting in non-decline 
soHf could confer sr$r' fore of u?d%tf to infection on the host 
plant* It lias also hoped to slior t/.setor gromth in decline soil 
after n parlod in iK)s-fecXiao soil could halt or modify sr# prior 
infoction*
2bs basic ©s^rityDntal iLothod was similar to that used in
«*» #,§8 **
sa^rinent {&)* . 33a this. ease# however*. whole soil was substituted, d?, 
for- ,<rgasie .<febris in tbs dilution, lories*. A xg dilution seriesf
with fim .implicates of each' dilution* was sot up for each treatment* 
Soils used were 63# *30*..(dkdin©}*-.-£6#,8Pf (non-decline) and tv
JoIie Stones .potting compost/lo*X* . ’.
One ooBj^ete ..dilution .series of each soil turps' was set up#' 
X5M. plastic pots -t$ere. filled with soil or sand/soil mixture and 
one soabait wheat - seed planted in each pot® Extra pots were set up •. 
to allow for mn^gersdiiatlon# -.Hants were'grown for 3 weehs .3ji the ,. 
glasshouse* liarrosted and assessed for infection# The plants from 
this treatment, acted as controlsc giving a measure of the inactivity 
of the soil nonaal conditions# A further set of controls 
was set up as follows# .
A complete dilution .series was set up for each soil typo 
as before® . lifter periods- of S' or.IQ.days*, plants were transplanted 
to fresh pots containing the same soil type* These plants wore then . 
harvested .and assessed at £1 days* This set of control plants 
indicated whether the actual transplanting of tho host plant was 
■affecting diseas© incidence or sorority*
Other treatments following this pattern wore set up as 
follows?**
(i)# plants grown in non-decline soil for 5 or 10 days and 
then transplanted into decline soil* This served to indicate ifhother 
decline soil could affect zmg infections initiated previously#
(&}• plants grown in decline soil for 5 or 10 days and 
then transplanted into non-decline.* To show whether dedime soil 
could confer ?fiEEunity*h
m-
{£i£)s • plants groisn in Jolm :dmsos pgtiiag eeapost Ka*X for 
5 or 10 days, and then t&ansgsla&ted-into »o»«*decline soil* ..
•{isr),* plants groan in non-decline soil for 5 or M  ' 
and himn Ummlmtod into. Jobn Smes*;*' the last tm  tre&tcmts ?' 
would indicate idsstta? growth "in John 3i»es ooi^ost had-the same 
effect os'infection as decline soil#,
A ll ptahs m m .  harsresied m d  assessed a t Z L  dqy$«; ■ The root 
systems o f a ll plants noro lig h te r washed when being transplanted*" 
to. talntcdse :the afeou&t of soil carried oner*. fwo transplanting times 
were'used to increase 1&©. possibility'of infection occurring if 
infective units were present*
(d) * The effect of short periods of closure to decline soil on 
disease Incidence#
Having observed the effect on infection of several days growth 
in define soil# the effect of shorter periods of exposure m s  
investigated#,
firstly*, controls m m  set tip as follows®,. Seabed wheat m e6b 
m m - sown in ISQj&L plastic pots containing aion-decllne soil (66*}So*)> 
Other seeds were sown in decline soil (63* *99*} and transplanted to 
iKm-dodiae soil after 5 or 10 d^s* as described abenro* M  these ' 
©3^riBentsr taoirer* whole soil hJES nsecViliroi^ slmt m d  no' dilation 
series m m  sad© 'up*
■ A'Soil suspension was wade up containing on© part decline soil 
to om part sterile water* by wlane* This was taken as the stock 
sponsion# fhe suspension was thoroughj^ shaken and ten-fold 
dilutions made# Dilutions used were 1/10$ 1/100$ 1/1,000# X/!Q#G00
and '1/100*000* rfeat seeds tiara ^rninated on f ilte r  paper soaked 
in  these suspensions and then planted in  rom^steriXe- so il* Other 
.seeds %-mm germinated <m f ilte r  paper -soaked in  s te rile  d is tille d  • 
water* fhas© seeds were than dipped :in the abpw suspension© .prior 
to planting in  Bon^dccilB© so il* Five repUeafces o f each tre s te n t 
ware set up* After 3 weeks* seedling were harvested, and a count 
nasi® of the uniter of infected roots/plant# -
A sim ilar enpertenb was' also carried out using fo v r 
dilations (l/lo *  X/1#0Q0 and l/X0OfO0D) md mm replicates (20) 
of each treatment*
(©)*. Xrnresituation into the process of -in feet3.cn by m fmasdjrls
in the presence- and absence of decline and non-cbclins soils#
The series-of simple experiments which follows was intended 
to give a getBraX picture o f infection in- the presence and absence 
o f d sc ite  and non-KfedSn© soils# For observation of the infection  
process .In the presence of soil# a buried sUde teclm ^ie was used#
Hi the absence of .soils seeds were germinated on f ilte r  paper or 
aon-natrient agar in  p e tri dishes* pieces of field<*infeeted lesiom d 
root: were used as. inoculum* Although tm conditions is  those plate 
experiments Mere a rtific ia l^  in  a ll cases the^ gave good# reprodaeiMe 
results.# fhe host plant aid inoculum survived w ell fo r the 
axperimmtal period of 3 meks* Attempts to prolong ilia  period during 
which, observations were mad® were not successfulf owing to' %tend©nej 
fo r th© wheat plants to degenerate a fte r *i~j5 weeks* For ike purposes 
o f these tests* however* the isethod gave a good indication of the 
process o f inteehign in  the absence of so il md competition from
other organisms # .
Baviiig; decided on the methods ■and. inoculum type* it was 
necessary to ascertain !tho mst suitable size for the inocato* for 
.this .purpose a pilot stuc^ r was Bade#," ifbeat seeds were sown on moist filter 
,pa|3©r in p©ts& dishes#' pisses of losioned' root fros-l^ lOiua in 
length were applied to.the root surface. 3 days after germination*
Several replicates of ©ash Inoculum length m m  set mp* ■ ffa© petri 
dishes' were placed- * on edge* in racks-sad left for 3 weeks before 
tlm plants were assessed tor infection#
3t. was found that soss© infection, occur,red irrespective of the 
sise of tli© inoculum# However* only ixmmlm of or greater 
gave I00f§ infection undsr-these conditions# Therefore* it was decided 
to use $ m  lengths of root as .inoculum in the following exporlaiients#
For tbs experiments in the absence of soil* seeds were sown 
on moist filter paper or agar plates#- In.-the latter case* survival 
was equally good# ■ As well as studying infection by inoculum at the 
root surface* the effect ■ of Inoculation 'at different -root .ages and 
at.vaa^iag distances .trom the root were also- studied*- For ilB.se tests* 
roots mem inoculated at 3* 8 and 10 days after eisorgence#
Inoculum being pXaced on the root sm^faoc*'; f©- test .the effect of 
distaap© on the ability of the inoeulim to cause Infection* 
ixioorla m m  placed from 1 to, losm from the root* A H  plate© were 
studied- dally#
To study the behaviour of inobala. In soil* a burled slid® 
technique ms, used# Standard • sterile i&cfsosoop© slides war© placed . 
in a dish*. Cooled* molten water agar was poured over them and 
alloi-ied to .set* (Just prior to the agar setting* a piece, of inoculum
was placed -on ©ash slid©}* Five ©f--these slides burled in pots
of both soils .<*t0OiaL scdl/poi)* ; A prs-soakcd wheat seed,was sowa
at the top- of each slid©* ■ On 'giOTSmMsm* .-at Xaasbon©' or two.
roots- grew -dowti tlB alicfe*' close to the Inornate*. Five, slides
m m  .recovered daily (together with ife© plant) and esasdn&d*' ■
Slides were gently wasted in. OTuwteg water to remm soil particles
and ©saminod wife the tEcrosccpe* ll#B# slides m m  taken at
random:and were not all from the .same pot# flie study lasted for
3 weeks# M  these, mportonts* the inoculum was rarely in contact
.with; the. root surface* but was always within X~2as*
To study the effects of distance and' root age on infection;
in tho presence- of soil* a different technique was used* A soE
suspension was mdo up which contained 1 pert water to 1 part
soil, by volume* This suspension was thoroughly agitated -and
Dal aHpots added to pciri dishes -containing' Dsl mn~nutrlent
agar* The a&ar and soil ■suspension were thoroughly nlsed -aad
'than the plates .allowed to cool and sat*; a wheat .seed .was* then
earn on-each plato and allcroS to germinate* '.As. before* inoculum
was placed on the, root surface at 3*- A* 6* 8 -and 10 days after :
©mergence* ; ihoculus was- also placed at -distances between 1 and
■ ■ * 
lOnn from the root* five replicates ware used for each treatment*
plates were examined dally and the nwters* growth rate and
■bcdiavioiir.©fl^ |dB© ©Barging from the inocula were noted#
w .  jEfffeot of root .©soidatea on emergent .hygfoae*
i! ©Dpi© experiment was sat up to determine the offset of
uhsai root eoosdetes m  Im too o f Qphlobolijs*.
Seeds tsore germinated' on.moiei. f ilte r  -paper and groan fo r 
? days* The seedlings tiar© than r©£se?ve& and pieces of root 
!noci£Lam placed a t distances footeon 1 and 10m £jftm th e .. 
original s ite  o f tho root# £ $ &  a?egpons© o f the l^ pba® m s  noted 
as above*. - . ■ . : '
{g}* Effect o f differonh conccsitrations'of so il on infection  
ter Qnhiobctlns* ‘as; fgugyr r
{&).* Effect of immJteg de-sXin© and mn-dccXine soils on infection
by Onkioboltau
file  feXXcising o £ p ® z & 2 m %  was made to determine mother ib© 
addition of d iffering amounts o f decline so il to non-decline s o il 
had ar$r effect on infection by Onhlobolus* Soils nsocl viere .
6%'*8 q * (decline) and 68**80s (non-cloolSiie}® Tiro $2 d ilution  
series >ier© sot up* .The firs t was m n « S & c 3 & M ®  so il u lih  ‘decline 
s a il as .the daltant and tho ’second ims o f decline s o il w ith 
.mos~deelIiie s o il as-the diXneBt* Id  ii&s/way* a range o f dHatioKS 
u&3 dbtaihed which varied bstt-joea sero non-dsc&la® so il sad mido 
fsoB-deolim so il* fhs actual dilations used in  toms o f ncm-dediae 
so il tier© as faLtass* _ X* 35/3&* 7/8# 3/%* 1/2* 1/4* 1/8* 1/16* 0* 
The estrones o f the scale (% m i d  0) acted as controls and tins 
replicates o f each dilution t-iore .set Hants nor© harvested 
a t 3 m ® k s  and the nmters o f healthy and infected roots 
comated*
(ii)* Effect of suspensions of decline aid non-decline soils
A series of soil suspensions was prepared as previously 
described. ■ Dilutions used were 1/lG, 1/1*000 and 1/100,000* 
Suspensions were thoroughly shaken and lO&L aliquots pipetted 
into petri dishes* 10ml cooled molten agar were then added to 
each dish and allowed to set* Seeds were sown as previously 
described and inoculum placed at a distance of 2mm from emergent 
roots* .Controls were set up containing distilled water in place 
of soil suspension. Ten replicates of each treatment were set up*
As before# number and length of emergent hyphae and their response 
to the host plant were noted over a 3-week period,
• in this series of experiments, artificially infected 
wheat root, pieces of If-day p,D*A» culture of Opliiobolus (imm3) 
and naturally infected root pieces were all used as inocula*
(h)* Effect of different fractions of soil suspensions on infection 
by Qphiobolus*
Tills experiment was an atteupt to determine which components 
of the soil microflora are responsible for the observed effects 
of decline soil on Opliiobolus, Membrane filters were used to
t w H M M M M w a w  i*» n » n w w »
separate bacterial and fungal fractions of the soil, A preliminary 
study was made using a Millipore Swinnex 25 filter holder, attached 
to a syringe, and a variety of Millipore filters. Soil suspensions 
were made up and filtered* Filtrates were incubated at different 
temperatures on a variety of media such as p*D,A,, Czapek solution
agar: (dilute and fall strength)® nutrient agar sad ‘broth* In this 
nay* it was- Iiopod bo detect fungal or bacterial propagules ■ passing 
'through the filths# ; As a.result of this, study*- it was found 
that i-iXXipore filter type GS (pore sise 0*22^m) successfully
-removed both bacterial and fungal- mter&ai* while ‘filter typo '
f
BS (pore siae 2*0pi) retained fmigal propagoles but allowed the ■ 
passage of 'bacteria* Tkesa filters were used in the following 
eorpcriientSfe
Soil suspensions were made upf each containing ■ 30g soil in 
30ml sterile distillod water# Those wore shalasn vigorously for 
10 minutes and thm  .allowed to stand overnight at 2°G* A ftetbsr 
period of agitation followed after tdiieh the suspensions were . 
filtered by suction* ihrough 3 layers of Whatman go. l filter 
paper in a Buchner funnel# The soil remaining in the fmmol 
mss washed with a further volume of sterile distilled water and 
them discarded#'.. -The resultant filtrate was ro-filtered through 
3 Icyers of tjhsfesas lie# 1* This was usually, sufficient to produce 
a dear filtrate* but occasionally another filtration was 
required# -
flie final filtrate was divided into 3 portions* The first- 
portion was. loft untreated# The second portion, was filtered 
through a BS filter and the third portion filtered through a OS 
filter# in this ease* the filters were 47am diameter contained 
in tho appropriate filter assembly*
«* 5& «»
The fractions obtained wer© m  follows;-*
1* Bacterial and fungal# 
a* Bacterial*
3# HO bacterial or fungal mtcrlsi*
Bach fraction thon diluted giving final dilutions of 
1/10 i, 1/1,000 and 1/100*000#
lest saxg&ad of fractions Z and 3 nor© plated out to ensure 
that m  contaminants m m  pm m ni# Both dedin© and non-dsolino 
©oils .m m treated slnllas&y* Soils used m m  (decline)
and 68# * Bo1, (wn^k^Mm) *
Each suspension was uSaod with mi equal volum of coolad* 
non-nutrient agar and poured into petri dishes#' wheat seeds wore 
sown on these plates as described previously# Laboratory infected 
root pieces wore used as inoculum* Ten replicates of each treatment 
m m  set up# Controls consisted of plates containing sterile 
distilled water in place of the filtrates#
-Soil suspensions m m  prepared and diluted as above# Sterile 
filter paper discs (13m cliasstor) m m . dipped in the suspensions, 
drained and placed on P*£*JW plates# The discs were placed 5 m  from 
the opliiobolus inoculum on three sides. Each disc corresponded 
to on© of the above dilutions* A control disc# dipped in sterile 
distilled water# was placed from the fourth side* plates 
containing 'four control discs wore set up* (see plate 1)*
• * Baling observed the effect of the above filtrates# mi attempt ■ 
vias s&cfe to discover idieihor or not root oKxl&tes comld modi% it«
Bhoal moods more 0 MiJ*«*« ciLO w sterilised in sodtm  l^pooalorito and 
thorcm#^ tias&od in sterile. tIistiXied nater* Ton of these seoclo 
iiera than £Qs - to gernSnpts and gran for ■? dapl iia a pairi dish, 
containing SOial stori3a dietilled nator# After this period# the seeds 
Hors discarded aid tho rosalaing soXmblom mood so a crmds eoasdate coctraoi*
■ fho i^ihod mscd foXXmBi that of tho above ei^ orimont- 
eseopi that discs store dipped, into the osadate es&raet before 
being dipped in the suspensions# controls ivore dipped in sterile 
n&te in place of the ©saidate# Tho effects on Ophiobolms mere-
%ittitfr«— e» i*n*** m.wiftK tkimma
noted#
(k)# Effect,,of esposmre tins to filtrates of soil g&sponsions ,
‘ infection Iw Q«. r^m&swB* ■
■ Hairing observed the effect on* infection of a variety of .' 
•diffeimt dilutions of deeMm© sell# effects of ik© Milliporo. , 
filtrates meed in a previous eacpetdasmi •«&& studied* Tho filtrates 
norm •obtained as -proviomsa^ r described# ' T1b  j&thod mssd for this 
o^iori^nt has tern described p^vioms^ mid involved germinating . 
or 'dippi^ •D©a2^ ‘ '©Btt^ taatod- seeds into -the various suspensions and 
thon planting them la noawSeclino soil#
; Si this case# m  ^ artificial nom-decline*1 soil was made up* . 
Kon«dscl5jio soil .{63#* 80*} iias faired viith sand/idBateial InoemltsE 
M~ the ratio 10 parts soil t 1 part imeutai* This time necessary
owing to apparent loss of Opliiobolus activity in the soil in 
question# although it had only had two prior wheat crops* This 
loss of activity could not be explained, but the soil with added 
inoculum produced satisfactory results* Numbers of healthy and 
infected roots were counted after 3 weeks*
(1)* Estimation of the number of bacteria and actinomycetes* 
present in decline and non-decline soils*
Soils for this experiment were 65• * 80 * (decline) and 68* >80* 
(non-decline)* A dilution plate technique was used# log of soil 
were nixed with lOOml sterile distilled water and shaken; mechanically 
for 20 minutes to ensure complete dispersal of soil particles; The 
resulting suspension was allowed to stand for 5 minutes, so that 
sedimentation of the larger soil particles could occurs 1ml of the 
supernatant was then pipetted into 1 litre of sterile distilled 
water and mixed thoroughly; This gave a dilution of 1/100,000*
A 1/500,000 dilution was obtained by talcing a 5ml aliquot of this 
suspension and adding it to a further 25ml sterile distilled water* 
Both dilutions were used in the estimation*
lml of suspension was then mixed with 10ml cooled; molten 
agar in a petri dish, Lochheadfs soil extract agar was used, as it 
was considered to be the best medium for a general population count*
No attempt was made to isolate specific nutritional groups* Ten 
replicates of each dilution were set up and plates were incubated 
for 4 days at 20°C* Bacterial and actinomycete colonies were then 
counted* For 1/500,000 dilution, the total number of colonies/plate 
was counted. In the case of the 1/100,000 dilution, the number
> 01 colonies occurring in a random quadrant of each plat© was . 
counted# • plate© m m  retained for a further .period'to ensure that 
•siow^growl^ types .iioro included &i the count# Eros. tho data 
obtained# on estimate of tho number of*, bacteria and aciinoi^cetep/g 
of soil was obtained# . •••■-..■ ; *
(ia)« Effect of m m  bacteria and aotlrBsroetes# iron decline and 
non^deoHns coils, on tho £j?ck*th of 0* itragdnie dn plate,
**—— ♦i*” -** twhj. u rij. i. i.i, mr  ir rtr urtiuniwrii nirn nfr rn»i mrit#imnr • \mi ummr'Tn uw,nim wai* #wni»>>^ IBgffgCB>ffWgC^ggggCg5gBgrg^'i*#9#^»»*r>*#i**wprinwim
culture* * '
Soil• cuapcnsiona and dilution plates mvo prepared as above* 
except that only 2/500*000 dilutions m m  used.# Plates were incubated 
at 2Q°G for 4 days# After incubatio%  one plate from .each seal 
treatment was taken at random* /ill tho- colonies appearing in one • - 
quadrant of 00.011 plsto were picked off and sub-cultured on fresh 
soil* extract agar# ..plates were incubated at‘2o°G and sub-cultured* 
as respired# until pure cultures'were obtained* M  this-way# a 
randoa* r^esentative sse^Xo of the populations of the two soils 
was obtained# The effect of those organises on growth of oph&obolus 
■•was then dsternined*
5mL of sterile distilled water -wore poured ever each plato ■ 
aid the surface of tho culture scraped with a flaned loop# thus 
prod&cinga cell susponsion* - Some4 colonies wore pariiaCliy* or wholly • 
.submerged• in-'th© aedlun# 3h 'such'cases# the colon5.es were cut out* 
together with a snail amount of agar surrounding then# and gently 
broken up in 5sal sterile distillod water# The agar was rosoved by 
sedimentation and the supernatant was then used, as tho stock suspension!
Tea-fold dilutions m m  made up from each suspension# the final
- 6o -
concentrations boimg l/lo,-1/1*000 and X/XOO#COG*' Sterile filter 
•paper disco (13®a 'diameter) were dipped in these suspensions and 
their effect on the gra-jth of Ophiobolus tested9 using the' method 
Ascribed for experiRont (h) above* In this case* however*' two 
plates wore set up for each organism, one being incubated at 20°C 
and the other at 35°C* fh© plates wore after 5 days
and the area of each Opliiobolus colour assessed as follows#
Each plate was examined under a binocular microscope (mazXmm 
magnification x ko) and the outermost edge of each Opliiobolus 
colour carefully larked using a blade wax pencil* The outline 
of the colour was traced on to graph paper and the area ascertained*
(n h  Tho effect of a single bacterium* isolated from decline soil* • 
on infection by Qnhloboliis*
A single colony was picked, at random* from a decline soil 
dilution plat© and .streaked on to fresh soil extract agar* fills 
process was repeated until a pure -culture was. obtained* A suspension 
of cells from a "k-68$ culture of the organism was prepared and 
1/10* 1/1*000 and 1/100*000 dilutions mads as described in (n) 
above*
lift of suspension was pipetted into a patri dish and tl^roughly 
mixed with cool* molten agar* Control plates were prepared using 1ml ■ 
sterile distilled water in place of the suspensions* viheat seeds 
wore germinated on moist filter paper and transferred to tho plates 
when emergent roots were approj&matoly 5 m  long* portions of 
emporimnboXlv produced losionsd root (5mm long) wore used as 
inoeU&ua* A piece of such inoculum was placed 2 m  from each root*
Twenty plates were sot up for each treatment#
Other wheat seeds were germinated on filter, paper moistened 
with a few drops of bacterial suspension' (1/3,0 dilution)# vjhen 
their roots were appro^dnately $ m  long# the seedlings were placed 
.on plates of water agar .and inoculated as described above# Again#, 
twenty replicates were prepared#
plates were stored in the laboratory at 2X°c# ' Den plates 
from each treatment were ©sasinsd and assessed for Infection after 
10. days# ' .Hie remaining ten plates, wore exasained after 21 days*
*• 62 **
RESULTS#
(a)# Estimation of tho pathogenic population of 0# firamlnis in
Having assessed tho plants for infection# tho density of 
infective units was calculated as follows# using fisher and Yates 
Table fill 2.
Key?
a «* dilution factor (2)
s « no# of dilations (5)
H *s no# of replicates (5)
« no* of infective units in volume used (2.0isX)
X •
x « mean fertile level « h 
y ». meaai sterile level a o - x 
X « no# infected plants
Using calculated value of either x or y# Table VJII 2 is 
entered to obtain th© value of constant K*
Known values are then substituted into the following 
equation.
Hence find
The value of^ obtained is for 2.01ml# This was converted 
to the density/l50ml so as to be comparable with later results# 
This was carried out as follows.
*» 63 **
. Tj, ® ; total vol.* of soil sample . -
- ** volume of debris obtained from Vx
Then* density of infective units is VgnflL organic debris .
« ' Vb X A  ,
. . '^ml soil also contained this number of Infective units*
■*% density of infective usilts in 150&L soil » Y> x \  x 150
2*01 X
Results from tills experlnont appear in Tables I and 1(a)* 
Table I gives the actual lumbers of infected roots and plants* while 
Table 1(a) gives \  (density of infective units) for each soil*
From Table I it can bo seen that dilution of Inoculum results 
in decreased infection in all cases except one-(65**80** (2))* 
However#- th© effect of dilution of inoculum is not as expected 
since there is a sharp decrease in ‘ infection after '1/k dilution*
Table 1(a) shows that the decline soils, which have been under 
long periods of wheat Eonocult'ure have a lower pathogenic population 
then those with a shorter -wheat cropping history (non-decline)* 
Increased nitrogen levels are associated with higher density of 
infective units* Jxi decline soil series 63* Increasing nitrogen 
from 0 to - ICO unite/acre has resulted in a 3-fold increase in 
M  the non-domino series 68* tide effect is less marked* Between
6h
68*»o8vand'68**80r« ‘ \  lias o n increased If -OiS#'' increases 
tlio nuuabor of infective units are not- acconpanied’ b$*1 a
corresponding increase in the percentage 'of roots infected#
Lfi
soil
63#*o* Cl)
63**80* (1)
63**100* (1)
;**©* (a)
• no# 
infected islboiod
£©*'
infected
fetal
no#’ infected
Dilutions plants plants roots ■ roots roots
1 : 1 ■ ■ ao 6 ■ .' 30 20 ”
1/2 0 0 0 2% ■ G
'
0 0 0 35 0
i/a 0 0 0 30 0
■ 1/16 0 0 0 37.- G
1 2 40 . ■ 8 30 26*7
1/2 X 2G % ‘ 28 14*3
m 0 0 0 3k 0*0
i / a 0 0 0 ■ 30 0*0
1/16 0 0 0 &? 0*0
1 a ko 9 30 30*0
i/a X 20 h 25 16*0
1/4 X 20 2 30 6*6
m 0 ■ 0 0 35 0*0
1 /16 . 0 .0 0 30 0*0
X a I’Q r%J 23 13*6
i/a X 20 ■ 2 2k 8*3
1/4 X 20 X 18 5*6
1/8 0 .0 0 24 0*0
X/XS ■0 0 0 21 0*0
■ 5 replicates of each. dilution were set up#
plants per© groan fo r .21 dsgs# liarvedted and assessed fo r . 
infection* B?esonce of Qphiobolus con£im*d 1>J production of peritlieoia 
a fte r 6 weel© rotting#
(1) denotes soil collected i960
(2) denotes soil collected 1970
continued over
** 66 -*
Table X continued*
Soil Biltttion:
65**80' (1)
■3
1/3
1 /h  
1/8 
1/16
65,'8o« (2)
66,tgo' (1)
68,*0« (2)
68,'80' (1)
68,»80* (2)
1
1/2
1/4
1/S
1/16
1
1/2
1/4
1/8
1/16
1
1/2
1/4
1/8 
1/16
1
1/2
1/4
1/8 
1/16
1
1/2
1/4
1/8 
1/16
■ i:o. p Ko* TotoX ■<£*■'
infected infected infected' no,*. infecfee
pXsnts plants roots roots ' roots
5 200 ■ X8 -■ 30. ‘ ■6o
3 60 7 25 ■' .2$
X 20 . X . 20 " 5
0 0 G ■.26 o .
; 0 0 ‘ 0 23 - o ■
2 hr,bV B 32 6*3
X 20 Z 23 8*7
X 20 a. a? 5«9
X 20 X. X3 5*3
0 0 0 X8 0*0 ■
'4 80 14 28 . 50*0
3 6o 8 30 26*7
X 20 a ' 30 ' 6*7
G 0 0 34 0*0
0 0 0 . 28 0*0
3 ■ 6o .7 20 ' 35*0
2 • 40 ■ 3 3-7 17*7
a 40 2 ‘ ‘ X9 10*5
■ x . 20 X 25 4*0
■o 0 0 ... 22 .0*0
a m X2 38 31*6
X ■ m ' 8 ■ ■31 25*8
X 20 X ' .30 3*3
0 ■o 0 29 0*0
0 0 0 42 0*0
3 6o ’ . 9 25 45*0
" 3 6o 6 • 23 ■ 26*1
2 40 3 ' ' m  , 8*3
2 4o 3 26 ' 3X*6
0 0 0 23 0.0
Table 1 (a).
Density of Infective units ( X  ) of Ophlobolus/150ml soil.
Estimated 95$ confidence
Incline
Kon-decline
goal \
■ limits 
' lower upper
63.>0* (1) 0*2$ ' 0.13 0.47
63,'80* (1) 0.57 0.31 l.o6
63.'100'.(1) 0.B1 Q.44 1*59
65,*o* (2) 0.48 0.26 G.89
65.<80' (2) 1.10 0.59 2.05
65,«8o» (1) 2*39 1.29 4.45
66.»8o* (1) 1.94 1#04 3.61
68,*0' (2) 1.90 1.02 3.53
68,<80* (1) 0*84 0*45 1 *56
68,«8o« (2) 2.10 1.13 3.91
Sampling times (1) I96B
(2) 3.970
95i confidence limits calculated from Cochran (1950),
’ £** doc&lne and m n ^ d U m  soils*
m&tiLbs are shown in fables H# 31(a) and 11(b)*
For every sampX©* occurrence of each organism was esqpressed 
as follows?**
(i)*' Eo.» ■ of segments bearing organism v lOD 
fetal no* - of such segssnfcs at .
that sampling tlm
For reasons of s&g^city* saaaplins times have been ’pooled* 
so that figures in fable xx are derived as follows* «*
(ii}« Bo* -of assents baling organism v ' 3m  
focal no*, of suca segaonts over 
whole experimental period
. fable XI shows the distribution of fungi on wheat roots 
• groan in the two soils (sashing times poded)* certain.organisns
such as Aureobasidiua puHulans.* Bsnio&llium (£} mti yeasts occur 
on virtually every root segment* .Fusarium (3)f !-&rtierella $p*. 
iMsoctonia sp*« Soleroilum sp* and friehoderm viride occur ■ 
mainly in the oMor parts of -the root# t^ ost' other- fungi ore 
found in both young and old root segments*
f
• Onhfobolus grOEilnis is more common on older root segments* 
being totally absent from tho tip region*
flies© observations are reinforced by tho data in Table 11(a)* 
fliis allows tho overall percentage occurrence of all tho species at 
each sampling time (positions pooled)* Those figures were obtained 
by totalling tho (i) values (see above) for each organism*
gasclloi-yces ■mrgnamdii end yeasts show an. overall anoxias© An 
frequency idth increasing root age in both soils* Trlehodersa virlde 
decreases with Aneroasimg root age in both soils*- Certain organisms 
such as diaotoKdim e&obosuB# l&riloroila op#f frichothociim roserna 
and Verticillium sp* are infrequent in both soils* ■
<rn^ TiWiVii*iwrmw«i*-^ i-w m.«iimn'OMCnm *fa
The figures.in Table 11(b) indicate tho total occurrence of
each organise in the two soils (positions and sampling.times pooled)* 
differences in the flora of the two soils can thus be noted#
. A number of organisms %mm significantly m ro  comma on roots 
from nos>*decXAne soil* T&ose are listed below (with probabilities 
.in brackets)*
Aspergillus sp* (0«0l) * Cinrvularia cp# (0*05) • Gliomastix sp* 
(0*01)* Ophiobolus rraclnls (0*01) * paecilojGficQs magquandii (0*01) * 
pencillitm (3) (0*01)*
Conrvrerse3y*' anotlisr group of fungi were most frequent in 
roots from decline -soils# These were l^icoccm- nigrum (0*01)# 
Fasarium {£} (0*01)# Kucor op* (0*05) s PenAeAllius (4) (0*01) and 
gelerotlum op® (o*ol)»
Further analysis of the -, available data has failed to shew asy 
correlation between the incidence of Qphldboltis and the presence 
or absence of any other organism on.any given root segment*
As can be seen from the totals at the bottom of Table !l( 
there is an increase in the total number? of root ..surface fungi 
with age* This is true of both decline and non-declino soils*
The largest percentage increase occurs between samples 1 and Z 
with progressively smaller increases between Z and 3 and 3 and h .
OvemU# there are fewer fungi'An t o  decline soH'toa in. 
nen^d3eline* -
The tipper histogram An Figure 3, indicates the total perccntags ’ 
of fitugi' oecurrAng on each root' segment is both soils*' The lower 
Msto^an shows the percentage of Oelddbolus oa each segment in • 
both soAAs#
There is a negative correlation between t o  incidence of 
Qnhibbolt^ and t o  total nstor of fungi present cm.each root 
segment*' fliis correlation As not statistically significant#
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Upper histogram Total percentage fangl sectoring on root • 
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Smn decline and non-decline soils * 
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transplanting wheat seedlings- during the, infection period# 
Besults arc stan in fables H I  and 311(a)#
fable III allows the results in terms of infected roots and 
fable IH(a) shows the values of ^  ' for each treatent*
fin highest.levels of .disease occur in- treatments CUD# OyHB#
I I©(5) and ID B(5)* Convorsely# tho lowest level© of 
infection are found in B — H 3B(X0)# C-j-B# D —» It5(5) and HD B(10)« 
Transplanting appears to lower disease incidence# except whore 
seedlings are transplanted to fresh pots of similar soil (C^ D# C^ BB)# 
However# any period in decline soil# whether early or late in the' 
growth cycle # results in a consistently low level of infection 
(CD# C^D# B W(5) and (10)).
It can bo seen that the effect of dilution of soil is less 
than expected* M  m s t treatments# there is little or no difference 
M  tin amount of infection In plants from dilutions 1 and-1/2* 
fliis is especially noticeable .in the controls#
The values of *\ (density of -infective tsnits/lSOhl soil) 
are given in Table 111(a)# Those tend to reinforce the observations 
already made# Hie highest densities occur in treatments CBD# CjHD#
1 ***?> fH>(5) .and I HD (10)# Again# it can be seen that any period 
in decline soil results in a lowering of tho density of infective 
units.
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TaKLa i n  *■
cm
OpB (5)
CD
CjD (5)
ftheat seedlings- d m ring the in i
tf " * wti^ewft,
feetion pes
a^araeare^atftrtiM owrn'tttTr
*iod«
Insists* • v
.is* ■. $ ISo*' ■ fa ta l •
infected infected infected no* ' . infected
Lotions plants plants -roots roots . rOOuS ;
X- , 5 200 0 as 34*8 \
2/E 4- 8o ■a ■ . 35 33*0 .
1 /4 3 6o . 6 . 33 ■ 30*0 .
1/8 ■ 3 ' do 3 35 12*0 ,
1/16 0 0 0 30 0*0
1 5 100 3 as 33*1. .
1/2 ij- So ' 9 30' ■ 30*0 ■
1f h 3 60 a 35 32*9 •;
H 8 , a 40 3 33 ■ 9*4-:1/16 ' 2 30 2 30 3*3
1 3 6o 3 34 22*5'
1/2 *** 40 . 3 33 23*5 ■'
1/4 a 40 4 36 25*4' ■
1/8 . a 40 a 38 7*3'
1/16 0 0 0 30 0*0 .
1 3 do ■' 3 35 " 22*0-
1/2 3 do . 4 30 •- 1 3 *3 '.
1/A a 40 ' . ■. 3 34 ■ 5*3 •
1/8 3 40 a 37 3*7'
1/16 0 0 .0 35 0*0
5 replicates of each Elution sot up»
Plants ts^pianfcod so stem by
HD —  non*doo3iiio
" B - . decline ■
2 - Jolm I&mes potting corposi Bq„I , '
Cf - transplanted control i*e# grc&m, in IID or D soil and transplanted 
to another pot of similar soil 
C control-
(5) and (20) - no* of days grcirUi prior to transplanting
continued over
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1 SB (5)
1 HD (20)
b ro (5)
B -» KB (10)
US I (5)
IS -> I (5)
Sabi© 121 confcinwsd.
I.o. - . J5 
infected infected 
Bilttticns . plants plants
2 5 200
1/2 4 80
1/4 3 60
1/8 2 40
1/16 1 20
X 4 80
i/a 3 00
2/4  • 3 60
X/3 3 60
2/26 ■0 0
X 3 43
x/a a 40
1/4 2 20
1/8 . a 40
1^16 2 - 20
i 3 8o
2/3 a 40
1/4 i - .30
1/8 a 4}
1/16 ' 0 ' 0
1 ■5 200
2# 3 40
2/4 2 ■20
2/8 - 0 0
X/XS 0 0
•2 5 100
i/a 2 40
2/4 2 20
1/8 0 0
2/16 0 0
B>* to ta l "4
infected - no* infected
roots roots roots
' - 9 - 23 ■
7 . 38 . 25*0
3 32 ■ %4
3 30 .Cv?
2 29 3*5
6 29 20*7
4 36 31*1
3 33 9*1
3 30 10*0
0 38 0*0
3 22 13*6
.3 25 12*0
1 28 3*6
O *1
h  ' 24 16*7
2 30 6*7
2 30 ' 3*3
2 . 31 6*5
0 25 ■ 0*0
6 25 24*0
5 3 0 16*7
1 25' 4*0
0 aa 0*0
0 > i* 0*0
6 24*0
5 30 20*7
1 25 4*0
0 22 0*0
0 31 0*0
eontinuecl over
IS 1 (10 )
BD B (10)
fable E l  continued*
Dilutions
1/8
1/26
1
1/2
1/8
1/16
Bo* 7 JJO* Sfetol
iifoctod inflated jto&oted 80* . infected
plants plants roots - roots roots
5 100 ■ 10 32 ■ 31*3
3 & ‘ 4 ' 35 26*0
■x ao a 26 3*9
0 0 0 - 25 0*0
0 0 ■ 30 0*0
3 - ' <30 ■3 - 29 ■ '20*4'
s 40 ■ 3 .25 32*0
a 40 3 35 ' 8*0
a 20 X 22 5*6
0 0 0 2? 0*0
■» 72 «•
Table in ' (a),
lfwwi w » M . l <fa w*a *mt wflfawti
ffoot ■ of tKmsiEsmt-ang *feafc isgodXfoas on tho -pathogenic
of Onhioholus*
trGoSmnt
Estimated' 
X
(XjGal/ soil}
95$ cojif;
3.1iafo
XCi-jor
idenca
bo
upper
CUD 3*?0 ' 2*99 6*8 a
■Cfcl© 3*70 1*99 6*88
m 3*40 Op75 2*60
Q?D
•j irj'*.4*fV o*sa 3*26
i •» r© (55 3*?0 •1.99 6*88
1 «❖ I3B (3jD) 3*oo 5*58
B^KD(5) 1.20' 0*65 2#23
2) «H© (Xo) x*ao - 0*65 " 3*23
1*20 0 #65 2*23
I© *£ .(10) _ x*to ■ C*?5 2.60
HD * B (5) . 2*90 1*02 3*53
XIB •» B (10) ' X*20 0*65 2*23
of
hY-Qphiobo2*l9(fc
Results are m om  $n fable 2ir#
52a© highest ancnmt of infection occurs is. treatmost RB(21)*
All oilier treatments* including controls* stai significant^.
(■P ** 0*05 - 0*01) loss infection* jjoast infection occurs in iroatent 
3 HD i.e* the treatment with tho greatest contact nith decline 
soH#
3n fcotli dip and germination treatments* infection increases 
as- exposure to decline soil decreases (i*e# as dilution increases)# 
fliis effect.is m t so carbed in the dip treatments*
Significant (p * 0*05 - 0*01} reductions in infection* 
compared to tho controls* occur in 1/10 and 1/1*000 dilutions for 
both treatments* Sicilar3 *^ treatments 1/10 and 1/3.00*000 are 
significant^ different (p * 0*01) In the. gemination treatment* 
fills is not the case in the clipped series* In neither case does 
the* 1/100*000 treatment result in a ©ignlflcaat- reduction in 
infection*
Dipped* Seeds geminated on mist faIter paper* Dipped .in 
decline m i l suspensions when root approximately long and then 
planted in iKmnie&ltn©- soil# 'Controls, geminated mi m%st filter 
paper and dipped in distilled i^ ater..prior to. planting in non*deqline. • 
soil*
Oeminated*. Seeds• geminated is.decline soil suspensions* 
planted in noa«*dscl£ns soil when' seedling root spproxtefcely 5 m  long# 
Controls gersin&ted in- tiisiilZed water# .
■ B •**£ I®* Seeds gendnated in whole decline soil until-root 
approsimieSar 5ns long m d  transplanted to non^deeline soil#
$ infected plants# Based on between 15 and BO rejxLicates/^nple* 
. fj infected roots* I&si seedlings had appsroxissately 7 roots# 
so this figure based on sample of 105-3AO roots*
BB (31)* Seedling grom in iKa-decline soil for whole 
^erisental period .(31 d^rs)*
Iransformd* iuagdlar transforation of $ infected roots for 
analysis of variance*
Table I¥» - ,
.Effect of short porieds of exposure to decline soil on infection  
ter OohidboMs*
SeecQings dipped- er' gorjslmted! in decline rnggemlons prior 
to planting in nojvdcclSn© sail* •
Bippod*
Transformed
Dilutions
$ infected 
plants
Kean
£ infected 
roots
Bean 
$' infected
roots ■
1/10 33*30 4*87 7*12
1/1,000 ' 33*30 7*03 10*06 -
1/300,000 86* 60 10*0? 13*35
Control . ?3#26 1?*42. 20*45
idlut?.o:ic
m m  
l$ infected 
. pasta
Germinated*
Mean 
$ infected
roots
■ Transformed 
man 
$ infected 
roots
1/to 33*00 
■ 35*84
4*61 7*36
1/1,000 6.68 9*59
1/100,003 ■ 75*00 13*89 19*87 ■
Control 70*00 12*39 ; 19*07
I Kean 1-Ban '
Transformed
&san
* '
‘0 infected - 
plaits
$ infected
roots
' $ infected
• roots
B I-1P (5) 20*00 2*50 4«09
IB '(21 ) 33400 29*99 32*96
S*B* of each mean s + 3*01
l»*S*TJ* (P * 0*05) ** 8*33
(P ®* 0*03) ss 9# 83
CP * o*ol) * 20*33
1# lii the, absence of son*
lfms.% seeds. were sown on Bolst filter paper. in pstri dishes* 
Es&rgent roots wore inoculated using naturally affected root pieces* 
SiociLte was placed either on the root surface or between 1-and loan, 
from the root# Other roots vbtq surface Inoculated at 2# h» 6 , 8 and 
10 days after ©isorgenoe*
(a)# Boots Inoculated on-surface at root.' cnergonce* ItyplmL osorgence 
• was observed at X~2 • days* 3h eauy cases hyphae forncd syesllal 
strands (Plato X)« . penetration of the root surface occurred at
3*4 days and m s  followed by rapid oetotropfc&c typhBl spread# IBs.
aajority of these runner hyphst® grew towards tho seed* As cctotrophie
growth continued# further penetration was observed* having becone
established# * it was noted that iyphse began to ;spread from root to
root* by direct growth* or via the seed*
■ Darkening and obvious lesion formation began at 13-4A days#
Des&ons increased in else and largo lesions were forned as a result
of the coalescence of several snail lesions* it was noted that*
occasionally* root hairs m m  invaded* ' However* lesions did not
*■
result fros such infections#
At least do-I of all seedling roots war© infected after 31 days#
(b)# . Boots inoculated on the surface at intervals after energonce
* w — .. . "I ,*r "TP in in1 |'irv--rr-"— ■■ ii-|"--r'— * "T-flTTi r- n  -r r r --  tt ■-«-— nni ittt— — t--mr-i-itrTt---Tn-T n *Ti-rrnnrm «rir r ■iTTdi'ipiirmmwrirtr
i*e* 2# h9 6, 8 and lo clays* Fenetration again occurred at 3*4 days 
after inoculation# M  seedlings inoculated at 2* fy and 6 days after • 
root ©sergenc©* infection progressed "in a similar way to that1’ 
described above* However* seedlings at 8 and Xo days after root .
■"*.81«
c?aergem® esliibitcd sach reduced oototrophlc hypbal growth* jn  ■ 
t!ib majority of cases, only 3 to 4 hyphse grow along tho root* 
(CoWare Plates 2 aid 3)*. loslon fonsatlon again 000urred .
22-34 days after inoculation,,
(«0* Inoculum placed at varying distances froa the root* XnoeiO,a' 
placed m  to 2£m £vm the root s-iere capable of producing lesions 
within 21 days*. However, as distance from the root increased, so 
tlm inmber of successful Infections decreased* Up' to 6ns from the 
root® at least $0$ of inoGtila caused lesions* Batmen 6 and 9m* 
d0~?0$ inocuXa were effective* Only 3340$ of inocula at 9 or 
20ns from the root were able to produce lesions within tbs 
experimental period* Beyond 20m* laoeula wore rarely effective*
Onco hyphae roaohod tho root* penetration occurred#
Ectotrophic kyphal spread was not as groat as in surface inoculated 
roots*
Possibly of m m  significance than the above® Is tho fact 
that It was noted* daring those es^tdjsenis# that .Qghlobolas lyphao 
©2&Iblted a definite positive growth response to the presence of 
wheat roots* ■ Shls response was observed up te $m  .f^ on the root*
Further ©i^ ierinents te Investigate this phBmmemn m m  
carried out*
2C In the presence of, soil* {on burled agar-coated slides)*
(a)* At the root surface, and at different root ages* 2h both soils* 
infection occurred In. a similar m y to that previously described* 
However* hypkal spread over the root surface was decreased in both 
soils* Similarly* roots Inoculated at a later stage In their
*» 85
dovelqpBsnt had Scm? runner lyphae#
2h decline soil# approximately 25$ of the seedlings reiaaliiod 
uninfected (l*o* no runner Iypltm m m  observed)* 2h a further 10$*’ • 
b u  c18 lypto worn present#1 bat no lesions wore forged® overall® 40$ 
of roots m m  infected*
A H  inoculated roots In non^dacline soil showed lesion 
formation# Total 50$ roots infected#
■(b)* \arsii £*19 Cl«L oOliOO *3? Ston tho root* in non-doclim soil® lesions
were produced by inocula from l * $ m  from the root* up to te# 90$ of 
inocula were effective# Between' k and 6 m 9' 50$ of Inoc'ula produced 
lesions#' while from 6-82212 from the root 35-30$ of inocula wore 
enable of producing lesions*
Bi decline soil* only Inocula within 6sa of tho root wore able 
successfully to produce lesions* Infection was frequent (?5$) up to 
3mn fro3athe root® but beyond this''only 1040$ of the inocula gave 
rise to lesions* Beyond inocmla failed to produce hgphae#
Again* •emergent byphsa exhibited. response to tho presence of 
wheat roots* m  non-decline soil# emergent lypliae up to 8me from 
the root responded to tho presence of roots* while In decline soil 
response was only observed up to $ m  from'the root* '
■ Further a^erimants to Btuoy lypML response were carried out#
mats i Semite piaeod oa siirraoe of sfesfc root' sio 
fowmtiosi of t%roe2ML strands (arrosjod)* Mag* at 80
Plato Z o M  root *' Saoouilatod at &mrgssm9 steu&ng
esd&asiv© dsvolopmni of eototropic hypba©* l-^ phal 
brsaohos osa sslso bo mm  growing a*«gr ftoon root {amK'iod)* 
.MSg* 80
Plate 3 Sarfaoo of I6**da5f old root* inoculated at 8 d^s# staling 
fo-jer ectetrophic l^ pliao than aboTO* i’.ag* «i» 350*
Plate 4 Portion of Msiamd root staling soireraX points of 
ponotratioB {a?ro *od)* Mag* % So*
«• «*
Plate Z
*» 33 «•
plate h
** 89 ■*
■ (e) (ii)amd {£)* : Effect of distance^  on the response of Onhlobelus
liyphae to wheat'roots and their mmdatoa in tho
Stu<& of tbs'infection process revealed that emerging
. from root inoci&a exhibit a positive gtfcmth response to the presence 
of wheat roots# The effects of decline and non-decline soils on this 
response, as wall as tho nature of the stimulus responsible, were 
studied in a farther series of mmerMmtB# the results of these 
are presented in Tables V» ?(a) and Figures S{a), 2(b), 3(a) and 3(b),
Table ¥ shows' tho. isean $ response of OpMoboliis I^phae emerging 
from inoemla placed at varying distances from wheat roots under a 
varietj of conditions. From these results it seems certain that 
b^ phao respond to ejcudates from wheat roots* fa the absence of coll, 
h^ phal response is almost as great in tho presence of isolated x*oot 
©xudate as it is in th© presence of living wheat roots* Si all* 
treatments, response decreases with increasing root^inoculus distance* 
Tiiis decrease is less marbed in the' absence of soil or in the 
presence of non«declin© soil*# Sedin© soil isarfcedly accentuates 
tills effect* Statistical analysis of tho available data sheim that, 
for a n  treatments# there is a significant (p * 0*01) negative 
correlation between Ii^ phsl response aid distance from the 
root (see fable ¥(&))*
Figures 2(a)#(b) aid 3(a),(b) are scattor-graphs of response 
against distance for the four treatments* Begression lines mere 
constructed on those diagrams and their regression coefficients 
compared* Analysis shows that the aggression coefficient of the 
decline soil treatment is significantly different (p » 0*01) from
those of all other treatments* Hon*-decline soil does not significantly 
affect the regression (see Table V(a))*
; Table V-.
Effect; of distance.,,on the response of oehlobaliis hyijljao to wheat 
roots and their .exudates In the presence and absence of decline 
and non-decline soils#
W m  growth response of iwphm o f Gnhiobolus 
graaints to tshe&t-roots m d their exudates*.
Absence of soil'
Distance of inoetilim ( Hr seedling). (exudate oruy) .
from root or exudate (on agar). (on filter-paper)
■(tsa) m
$
(ii) («■ <il)
' 0 200*0 90*0 200.0 * 90*o «
• 1 100.0 . 90#0 100*0 * 9Q.0 ,
s 98*0 83.?, . 95.1 , ??*6;,
3 87*3 69*2 85*2. , .. 63*1 .'
4 75*0 6o*l- ■73*0- 59*4 .
5 60*0 . 42.3 60.0 - 50.5 <
6 50*4 43.2 47*4. - 43*5 •
7 26.3 ■ 30.88 ■20*3 < 26*81,
8 20.5 18*90 8*3 ♦ 16*6?
9 4.8 32.62 0*0 , 0*0 .
10 0.0 0.0 0*0 . 0.0 ,
presence of .soil 
Distance of inoculum. HB soil B soil
from root or esjadat© (on agar plates *v soil suspension)
(m ) (i)
4
(ii) (i> (ii)
0 100.0 20.0 100.0 30*0
1 aoo.o 90.0 100*0 9Q*o
B 95.0 77.2 82*4 ' 6?*1
3 ?2,4 58.3 63*5 52.8
4 58,5 *9.9 33*1 38*1
5 h5,3 i;0.6 12.5 .. 20*6
6 28,3 32.1 0*0 0*0
7 31.3 19.6? 0*0 0*0
8 2.0 8,30 0*0 0*0©
3 0,0 0.0 0.0 0*0©
30 0.0 0.0 0*0 G.0©
S#E* of each mean s +  6.64
1*S*D. (P « 0*05) » 18*42
(1) mmi $ response
(ii) Traasforused means for analysis of variance
I3B Don-declino soil 
B Beeline soil
O  No emergent hyphae
Correlation of response to distance
Absence of soil Correlation coefficient probability
(i) seedling - 0*9753 . 0*01
(ii) Exudate only • 0*9885 0*01
Presence of soil
(1) K0 ' - 0*9834 ' 0,0!
(ii) D - 0*9915 ‘ 0*01
Regression of response on distance 
Absence of soil ' Regression coefficient
(i) -f~ seedling - 11*73
(ii) Exudate only « 13*58'
Presence of soil 
(1) HD - 13*03
(ii) D ' . - 18*54
4
flier© is a significant difference (p * 0*01) between the 
regression coefficient in decline soil and those of all otter 
treatments.
Kon«decline soil does not significantly affect the regression 
coefficient*
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Fig.2# Effect of distance on the response of Ophiobolus hyphae to 
wheat roots and their exudates in the presence of decline 
and, non-decline soils . • * •
(a) presence of'non-decline soil
(b) presence of decline soil • .
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Fig. 3* Effect of distance on the response of Ophiobolus ■ hyphae to
tdieat roots and their exudates in the absence of soil
(a) presence of seedling and exudates
(b) presence of exudates only
PMT m  .3.,.™ 2g«
VZ&zi oi iSr.cinnr' or* itn response q£ Op ilpbplyp. ..cyAatels h$$m 
to vrsiI rootr in i?;o pr&%m$o sni ** ieo of cboXino rnd 
soils*
Plato . 5- ^ocmltin Et tes l&on *\r»w m  so il 200p response
Plato 6 Sttotfbia a t '3ssa Itroa rsoi M m s r m o  of bo 11 lOOp 2300^ 0315©
Plata 7 Sio^ilitxx a t last feos m o l ■ 1) so il 33p response?
Plate 8 liiD aato a t frou ro o t' 1IB so il - 50^ra^>onso
Plate ■9 B iocute'a i Jto fern root m  so il ( 0 $  poijpoaso
Plata 10 M o w & m  a t Cam £ron root I) s o il - p% rosponso
plate H T  o 0"ura a t fe * fron root KD s o il 8lie f it rospoaso
Plate ip teo iites s t f m  £ m m  m o t !& so il £0,* raspmsa
$LX si Mag* & 80
Site
of
root
Plat© 5
Plate 6
•*
Site
of
root
■plate 7
SitG
of
root
Plate 0
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fe)». '"'’"cot of different 'eoncentraiioas of ©oil on infection
py ■
(i)* Effoot of %£?&ng dB'olJhio and mn^(MeMxm soils on infection 
•.far CrivW>>p>Xnn, 
flio rormXio ia fcfeX© ¥2 ska? that * in all treafcaenis* tiis 
mmbm? of infested roots was 2oi?« Oii^ r at aid o$ dselino so 
is t o m  mw tsarkod -inoroase in tbs nr#infc of infection# ,2ft fact* 
at 6«2$$ doelins soil' t o m  Is a signifieimi (P s 0*0$) insroas© 
in t o  naster of infected roots* ■
.Ifc is difficult to ascertain to ewr&XX low 2ov©l
of infection is -to -to to presence of doolto soil* or to sois© 
etor factor* ' ■
3J30-**
•r</ ,■ .
. flable m
Effect of Blsdsg decline and.apn^decIinQ.soils o n  Infection  
ter OnhioboXos* -r '■ ■
■ l&an ISsan
decline $ infected , ■ $ infected fransforissd sean
soil plants roots $ infected roots
100*00 ’ 20*00 4*00 5*32 ' ■
93*75 . ' 0*00, . 0*00 ' 0*00 .
87*50 20*00 6*6? . 7*01
75*oo , 20*00 : 4*00 5*32
50*00' 3o*oo 7*34 8*80-
25*00 20*00 .4*00 5*32
'12*50 20*00 4*00 5*32
6*25 ■ <Sq* o 28*00 28*72
0*00 40 *Q - 10*01 H*SO
S*B« of each mm±?*Gl 
LtStB* (P* 0*05) * % U l
Decline and non-cfecline soils were nixed in the 'above 
propositions* 10 seedlings wore assessed for each treatment# 
Each seedling liad -apprasisatcX^  6 roots and so* ’ $ infected roots 
is based m  approsdmfcslsf 6o roots/ts?eatseatf 
EHperiBontol period 21 d^ rs*
woi ■ **
£g)* - (ii)* Effect of suspensions o f decline and non*decline soils 
on dnooula by Oohlobolus*
The results of these expoPlmmtB are in Tables VH*
VH(a),(b)* n u ,  ¥XIX(a)*(b)# IX. and IX(&)#(b}* Table VII gives 
the effect. of decline soil on naturally- infected root inoeuXa# 
while -Tables ¥111 and IX compare the effects , of decline and 
mn-dsclino soils on experimentally infected root and culture 
inocula* respectively*
from the. data available* it appears .that soil treatment and 
distance from the root have little or no-effect -on the numbers of 
lyphae growing from inocula* However* inoculum typ© does seem 
to affect the numbers of hyphaa* ■ Fetter byphae are produced by 
natural inocula (Tablo ¥11) than by culture (Table IX) or 
experimentally infected root pieces (Table VIII)# This is 
presumably a reflection of the nutrient status of each typo*
previous experiments (see (e) and (f) above) have shown that 
hyphao of Ophlobolus exhibit a positive growth response to the 
presence of: wheat root© and their exudates# This response is 
negatively correlated to the distance of the hyphae from the root*
These observations are confirmed, by the present results (Tables VU(a) * 
¥ IH (a ) m d  IX(a))» This correlation is significant in the majority 
of cases* Again* it appears that decline soil adversely affects 
tliis response* Some .difficulty was experienced in positioning 
inocula at equal distances from the roots* so that rooi-inoculum 
distance was not affecting response* To compare the effects of 
soil treatment on response* only those inoeula from OXrm from 
the root m m  used for statistical &na3ysis# In this way* it was
- 32flg -
hoped to nullify the effects of distance on response* .
33a every case# least hypbal response is found in treatment 
B 1/3j0* Greatest .response Is found in W  or control treatments* 
Tables VXIl(b) and 33£(b) show that response in treatnent D 1/10 
anti 3D 1/lfOOO. differs significant^ from that ;in all ID and 
control treatments (p * 0*05 * 0*01)* Table VII (b) does not 
show this difference* but this may be due to the low number of 
individuals available ..for analysis (6)* fables ¥XII(b) and 301(b) 
also show. that a significant difference occurs between B 1/10 
m d B. 1/100*000 treatments# . Ho such differences occur within !© 
treatments or between m  and controls* •
Giwfch of byphao o\?or the experimental period did not 
appear to bo affected by soil treatment or root*inoculun distance* 
However* there is.cone evidence (Table VII) that^ decline soil is 
effective in reducing hyphal growth over to whole experimental ■ 
.period* This is not bomo out by data, in Tables V III and IX* 
Greater initial byphsl extension is apparent -in culture m d  
e^erisentally produced root inocala than in natural root pieces* 
This# again3 may be a reflection of the nutrient availability of 
to different inosula* ...
The main, and probab3Ey most significant* affect of decline 
soil appears to ho t o  reduction of lyphsl response* Figures .4* 
5(a) e(b) and 6(a)* (b) are scatter-graphs of response against' 
distance for decline, non-decline and control treatments- from 
t o  above experiments# .
* 203 .**
to atucfer the effect of rarious soil' suspensions on
inocula of Onliioboltts rr&rlnis* ' •
Sus|p«aisiona'of -both decline and ae^stealiaa coils nere sot np 
ia dilutions of 1/20* 1/1*000' and 1/100*000* with'
molten-c^ar in jxstri^  dishes# < Seeds iiere sotm on the plates and ■ - ■ 
iBoonlatod at root emergence*
soeca**n£S>^  ^ .or o set lip for each treataont*.
3 t^pas of ii^culus iiare iissd?-
. (i). raturalj^ f infected root places 5 m  long
(ii) &$8r&&atd32y infected root pieces 5ms long 
( i l l )  Galturs inoonlim 2nr^ . .
Seedlings were mmMma at 7* 14 and 21 da$s after germination#
Table VII,
(i) decline coil oh3^ \ « • natural inoculum
Iodine soil
a/io 1/1*000 1/X00*000 % 0
Bean ntmfaer of l^iao/inoculus 3.6 5*2 5*5 5*8
m m  distance of inoeulus feon root (ms) 4* 4 2*3 3*0 4*2
Mean $■ response of I^pMo to root 46*3 72*5 ' '. ?1*7 59*6
Ilean length of l^ pliae at 7 (s®0' 1*2 1*7 1*3 1*4
!-5ean length of l^pbae at 14 dsors (m ) . 2*8 .3*5 2*4 3*3
t&an length of l^phao at SI dagrs (m) 4*4 5*7 4*9 7*3
Growth of l^ph&e O - ? dajrs (m) 1*2 ? 1*7 1*3 1*4
6rcr«-iih of t^ rpliao 7 * 2& days (m) 1*6 1*8 ■ 1*1 1*9
Growth of I'^ phae 14 - 21 da^s (m ) - 1*6 ■ 2*2 . 2*5 4*0
Table r a  (a)* ' '■
Statistical' aiaLysls of the correlation between response ■ 
of- I^pbaa sad -their distance fc>s the 2?oot gelded the following 
resu3,ts»«*
T^tssent
d i / m
J3 1/1$000
f
D 1/100,000 
iy>
Correlation
coefficient
** 0*?l6X
— 0#^l66 
«* 0*6X31
'«* 0*8s06
I^obability
o«oa - o*d 
0*02 ' 
0*05
0*01
■ Table T O  J b ) .
To ascertain whether or. not soil treatments were having any 
effect on response* an analysis of variance was'carried out on those 
individuals with inoouXua between 0 and Ism fron th© root* m  this 
way, it was hoped to.nt£Oif|r th© effect, of distance on resigns©*
6 values frora each treatment were used*
Sreaiffient
$ response
■ ■ (m mt) . •
Tyaasforsaed
(aaaa)
e a/ao .72*00 . 53,29
B 1/1,000 81*50- 70,?2
D 1/1D0SCOO 77.60 67.50
¥ > 50.10 73.76
S*E* of each mean « ±  7*73 
L*S*D* {P « 0*05) * 23*At)
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Key to Figs. 5a, 5b, 6a, 6b«
©  WD 1/10 O  D 1/10
ND 1/1,000 □  D 1/1,000
☆  ND 1/100,000 D 1/100,000
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Fig, Effect of distance on response of Ophiobolus hyphae to 
wheat roots in the presence of decline soil 
Naturally infected root inoculum
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Effect of distance on response of Ophiobolus hyphae to 
wheat roots in the presence of decline and non-decline soils 
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Fig. 6, Effect of distance on response of Ophiobolus hyphae to
wheat roots in the presence of decline and non-decline soils 
Culture inoculum
(a) Non-decline soil
(b) Decline soil
** 210'm
(h)* Effect of different fractions-of-©oil suspensions -on infection 
' by Onhlobolus* 
■ Table 1' shows .that -the highest level .of 'infection' occurs in • . 
tbs control* '"This, treatment gives significantly (p « 0*05 •* 0*01) 
greater infection than a n  other, with the exception of p 2*0 1/1*000* 
BBUf® B -2*01/1*000 - find 13 2*0 - 1/2jO0*GOO all give relatively'high 
> levels of infection* aXthough - the latter cannot he accepted as 
■ typical as .only four -replicates, rare assessed* Owing to poor seed 
gemination* it was expected that those treatments would give' 
siMlar rates of -infection' to - D 1/10 2*0us* • it was' also -'expected 
that B G*2jm treatments would give high levels of infection*' However* 
because of poor inoculum growth* only five' ropHcstcs could be 
assessed* These gave low levels of infection*
Boast infection occurred in IMF treatments* the number of - 
infected roots regaining at the sane level* regardless of soil 
dilution*
-  2 1 1 »
Effect of filtrates .'of (^rCino soil on infection Iw CmhlohtiLm*
S oil suspensions filtered ilsrmtgh several layers of ttetma 
!lo*X filter-p ap er mi Ihm through ^ EXlipore filter of Z*tym or. 
0#2p pore siae* Filtrates, sl»sd raith coaXed nolten uaber agar in  
p o tri dishes* Seeds planted on those plates and inoculated *$itb 
1m3? o f OpMobolus culture* infection assessed at El days* ' 
Controls contained clistHlod water in  place of so il suspensions*
fable X.
franaforEBd
latent 12301 man 12000.
.«Ig infected. <1!.infected *S infected
rdlnfcion F ilte r plants roots rests
H-,0 control 100,00 8&63 80*44
tffi 1/10 KF 88,89 56*48 ■ 43*15
D 1/10 HP 75.00 33*33 31*23
0 1/1,000 HP 80.00 31* 66 31*08
P 1/1CO,OOQ !JF 40,00 29.16 28*05
D 1/10 E.Qiin 80.00 39.00 ■' 37*47
B 1/1,000 2*C>jm 100.00 67,00 54,76
D 1/300,000 2*cju& 100.00 60.00 50.77 ■
D 1/10 G*2ns 40,00 23,81 25,30
B 1/1,000 0*$m 40.00 16.67 3.6,56
B 1/100,000 40,00 35,00 20,00
S*B* of each jaoan » ± 9,65
&*S*D* (P « 0*05) s 26,73
• (P a 0,02) £» 21.75
(P a 0.01) <a 35,16
10 seedlings wore assessed for each iroainsaii* Each seedling .
had agpro^inaisXy 7 roots# m  that $ infected roots is based on a
sax !o of appTO&mat©ly 70 roots/troatnent#
Only 4 replicator orjing to very poor seed germination.
Only 5 replicates oiring to very poor inocutaa growth*
m  * *m-decline soil suspension HF - no MUlipore filier need
D • decline soil suspension
Zttym and 0*%ua. refer to-pore sisos of r&IXipore filters* •
-  :o 2  -
(i) b Effect' of filtrates from decline and non-decline soils on 
the growth of Qpliiobolus in culture.*
Plates 13 and 14 show the effect of decli.no and non-decline 
soil suspensions, unfiltored. ico inhibition is apparent around 
the H^O ‘disc* Varying degrees of inhibition occur around the 
other discs, especially near disc 1* This is ©specially noticeable 
in decline treatment* It is more- obscure in the non-decline 
treatisent# owing to the growth of organisms from disc 1. Fungal, 
and bacterial growth occurs from discs in both treatments. The
fungal growth from disc 3 la the decline treatment seems to be
slightly more inhibitory than the similar organism in the non-decline 
treatment. •
Plates 15 and 16 show the effect of soil suspensions which 
have been filtered through a 2.Ops filter. The non-decline treatment 
shows complete lack of inhibition for all dilutions. The decline 
treatment, however, shows marked inhibition around discs 1 and 2*
Ho inhibition is apparent around disc 3* Bacterial growth can be
seen arising from discs 1 and 2*
Plates 17 and 18 show the effect of decline soil filtered 
through a 0*2jum filter* Ho inhibition or growth from the discs can 
be observed*
(j). Effect of exudates.
Addition.of root exudates to discs did not appear to reduce 
the inhibitory activity of soil suspensions or to increase growth 
of Ophloboius (see Plates 19 and 20)•
Plate 13 Effect of imfiltered D soil suspension on growth of
Ophiobolns graninis in culture
Plate 14 Effect of unfiltered HD soil suspension on growth of
Qpfalobolus grasdnis in culture
Plate 15 Effect of D 2*0 filtrate on grovrfch of Ophiobolus grasdnis
in culture
Plate 16. Effect of I© 2.0 filtrate on growth of Ophiobolus graalnis
in culture
plate 17 Effect of 33 o*2 filtrate on growth of Ophiobolus gramlnls
in culture
Plate 18 Effect of I© o*2 filtrate on growth of Ophiobolus graninis
in culture
Plate 19 Effect of unfiltered 33 soil suspension + root exudate
on ophiobolus granlnls
Plat© 20 Effect of unfiltered KB soil suspension + root exudate
on Ophiobolus graninis
all mag. x 1
Koto: Root exudates do not appear, to affect the IninEbitoiy
activity of suspensions of either soil*
continued over
Eoj to Plates 13-20 continued
1 ss. - x/10 dilution of mil mBpQmion
B a 1/1 sGOO dilution of soil suspension
J
3 » 1/300 #000 dilution of soil suspension
Utasaarlaed discs « . % 0  controls
*» jJvr
Plate 13
Plate V-:
f
an
plat© 16
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Plate 1?
i
Plate 23
Plate 20
■ 11$) ■ ***
■(Is)#. '.Effect of exposure tine to filtrates of soil suspensions 
.on- infection ter 0* rrarsinis*
3)i all- treatments, there is a'relatively low level of 
Infection (fable XI)* The lowest*/overall, asaoimt of Infection' 
oosii.ro in the t?no filter**'treatments, although individually low 
levels- occur in '-2*0 1/1,000 and :2*0 1/100,000, In fact,' there is 
a significant (p * 0*05} decrease in the assount of infection as 
dilution increases, in the 2*0 series# In the nf treatments, 
Infection Increases with dilution* The highest levels of .infection 
occur in the control and 0*2 series# In  the latter case, 
infection increases significantly (P * 0*05) with increasing 
dilution* Since filtrates from this series contained no viable- 
bacterial, or fungal propagu3.es, it must be assuned that son® other 
factor jesses through the filter and influences infection*
AIX treatents were germinated on moist falter paper-# -dipped 
'in suspensions men root • 5ei3 long and then Ranted- in
BoiHclooline soil.
Control was dipped in distilled water prior to planting, in 
non-decline soil*
- Soil suspensions (decline) were filtered thrombi several layers 
of tfctnan flo*l filter paper and divided into 3 fractions s-
(a) . Ko farther filiation
(b) Filtered through Q*2fm pore iCLXipor© filter
(c) • Filtered tlirongh 2.*0jaa pore iCLlipor© filter
F^perinontal period 21 dagrs#
Table XX,
Filter ■' Kean 1-loan Transformed
Treatment pore sim p infected $  infected mean
Dilution (vm) plants roots p infected 2
1/10 0#2pn Al*65 22*22 18.59
1/1*000 £0*00 35*91 18*8?
3./1O0.0O0 0 *2jis 80*00- ■ 3^*63 36*£6 -
1/10 2*Cpm 50*00 22*86 21.67
1/1,000 50*00 10*00 9.15
1/100#000 2,Ops ■ 25*00 6,67 3*33
1/3.0 no falter 32*50 3*70 4*90
1/1,000 no filter 30*00 2* 76 *2 OO ,
1/3.00,000 no filter 38.36 8*51 If;. 05
IlgO control 56*31 20*75 26,56
Bel* of each m m  » ±  6*32 
L*S»D* (P « 0*05) 33 l?#1-^
Kean $ infected plants based on 10-12 replicates
1'ean $ infected roots -based, on. ? roots/seedling i*e* 70-6^ roots/sample*
(1)*' Estimation of ih© nui&or of bacteria and aotinoiwootos
* ' WTtmg-wrt'rr>« i<r«ti>vi— «» — W MTflrn* Tnrtr>wirgr.riSt«t-r ■><-* wn-m-.aiviriMf  w y»nniitin-i>*Ti tutd* i rftnan *rr»«« ha w rtr*r,wi.'Bft-w «wiffriaE«.iiji ».tp ■ vffi ■ wa «»rrjr«.o.T.*iDii>w
' present in docl&no and mm^^icHSsm soils*
Eros thh results of the dilution -itei© ba^ >©ril!S(M\t''(Tal)l0 XXX)* 
it ap^ jars' that docliso-'Satl Imc larger populations-of -bacteria 
and eatino^yeotos than non-declir*© • soil*' - fhore arc - IZ f  -warn ■ 
bacteria aM&Hr^p Jaor© aetlnon^estss in  decline soil*-.- 
• ■ ■' Table 111 also shows that population estimates ■ obtained
froxa 1/100,000 and-1/500*000- dilution- plates a^oe-voiy ■•'■-, 
titost&y* .
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Estimation of tlss mtnber of bacteria and ectinonycotos present 
in decline and nsm-decXinc roils?
Soil suspensions of decline and non-decline noil mdo u p  and 
diluted to 1/lODfOOO.and 1/500*080* fbese dilutions were used to . 
prepare dilution plates (Its! suspension/lOsl noil, extract agar)*
5 replicates of each treatment sot up*
Plates incubated at 2Q°C*.
Table XII*
j^ifracEt *» j « «^ t**Wwrew<feaoei
Decline soil Man 
musber
ifosber of colonics/plate eolonios/pXate
implicates 1 2 ' 3 h 5
Bacteria 204 262 217 278 3S5 257*3
Actinoi^ reetos 4 6 3 5 0u 5*3
Bacteria 41 52 43 56 65 51m h
Aeiinosirestes 0 h 0 X 2 1*2
1/lOOtOOO
1/500*000
■ Therefore ©stinatod ■ populations s **
’ 25»?00f000 « 25*720*000 bacteria/gn decline soil 
520*000 ~ 700*000 aetinoi^eeics/ti <-~cXine soil
Kon~d0c3ine so il 
liufiiber o f colonics/plato
man 
. msbor 
colonies/plate
x/a&QsOOO
1/500*000
Implicates 1 . 2 3 h 5
Bacteria - 210 213 2?6 - ■■I87 358 328*8
Aetinoi^ -cotes 3 2 2 /j. 3 3*3
Bacteria 22 23 r5 j( 53 45*8
Actinorp’cotes 0 1 0 <3 1 . 0*8
Therefore estimated populations* •*.
23*830*000 «*' "22*900*000 baoteria/gn non*dec3in© S oil 
330*000 • *  400*000 -actino^cetes/gn non-dsclirse s o il
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(e}« Effect of soeo bacteria and actinoEycotss* 'Svaa declino and 
ftoa-docllne soils#, on. the growth of o# grasdnia in plate 
culture# ,’
Table USX shows the area ..of Ophfobolus colonies
.growing# at 20 and B5°0$ in  the presence of organisms isolated 
fma cdeelin© and noswisclXn© soils* Any decrease' In colony ©iso# ■ 
sb compared to tli© controls* is considered to bo a sign of 
SiMbiilon* This &Mfei£laa .may ho caused by coipetitiom for 
nutrients or production ,©£ imtegordstio'.-substancos® Table ZIH(a) 
shows tho c&stribuftion of eolohy sises at'ths t o  toi^raturos#
Comparison with.the controls' shows that-ths majority .of 
organisms# from both'' soils# result in reduced growth of OpMobolus 
at both temperatures# In fact# tho proportion of'inhlbitoxy organisms 
in tho t o  soils is veiy similar# However# decdin© soil contains 
a larger nosier of highly inhibitors organises (coloiy sis© o ** o#9c^)» 
At both'temperatures# B#%-and I* are strongly inhibitory and at 
to. higher temperature# these are joined by'l^ .and Q* Only 16 
and 17a# from non-*doclin© soil# appear in this category and then# 
only at 25°C«
At tho lower tesperaturo* there is a general increase in colony 
siso# The average increase in colony area with decreased temperature 
m s  for organism ffcon fID and 109®^ for those from decline
soil# controls increased by only 33#8^ # However# organisms b^# 10#
21# B and L appear to be more inhibitory at 20°C# The change of 
te^erature does not appear to alter the activity of Accompanying 
the overall increase in  m lony sis© is an increase in the number 
of plates with areas as great as# or greater than# controls#
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In a somber of cases, inhibition results in reduced 
diameter* although the colonies retain their nore or less circular 
elmpe* In tho regaining cases, ( in fablo XIII) a narked change 
in colony shape can be- observed (see Plates 21-26),
Colonies thus affected do not always shoe a decrease in 
area* This effect was particularly pronounced at 2G°C« 6k$ of 
organisms from decline soil and 4J5#8$ of those from non-decline 
soil exhibited this effect.
In  some cases, although no inhibition was obvious, there 
was. a marked increase in the pigmentation of Ophlobolus hyphao 
near discs* organisms affecting Ophlobolus in this way wore 
Ca, J, 12, 17b and 30*
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Effect of bacteria isolated from decline and non-doclin© soils 
on growth of pnM.obo3.n5 in culture.
Table 1111.
Organism from 
r4on-*-dodin©
so il
M&a of 
Qphiobolm 
' colony
Organism from 
decline 
soil
Area of 
PiMobolus
"*‘oSSi^r,w
2S°c 20°G 25°c ao°c
•f«L 1*4 5*7 A 1,0 B#X4
a 2*0 3.1* B Q»k 0*3*
>a 3*8 ■ 5,1 0 «* •6*4
3b' a*o 6.8 % 4*3 7*2*
3o 4.3 6.2 oa ■ 4*1 ■7*1
4a 4*0 6,6* B 3*0 7*3
4b . 3*0 1,9* % 0*3 0*7*
6 2*1 5,3 E . 2*6 3*$*
7 2*3 *o»3 F 3*2 .
8 3*6
4*3
« f3 1*9 «»
3D 1*8* 5*1 3*9
21 a*8 6.4* G^> 2*5 5*3*
22' jr O, 5*9 II 2*7 *<&*
13 a»x 6.*' *1 2*3 3.3*16 0,6 2*44 2a 2*9 6*64
2?a 0*9 1*04 j «» 0I*17b 2.1 6*6 % 1*8 5*3‘18 . ‘its 4*? % 4*0 6*829 1,8 *» 2 0*3 0*2*
m. 1,3 1«Q* M * *3 «
as - 7*1 I-i/s c*c #»
as - 1*0* r a*s> 3*6^ .
a6 - ?.i 0 2*3 5*2*'
S3 1.9 5,9* p 3,6 4*5*
33 ■ 2,1 0*6 Q o,? 2.04
31 1,8 3,6* B 2.7 5*7*
32 1,? «* - 8 ■*# 5.5
33 1.8 F-*W|t*,4*£?<*!p
%
1,2
2.1
^  r»
5.5*
aa*
5*7
**>
Area of control 4*9an? at 25°C
r a t m°G
* = visible alteration of p* Is colony shape.
■m ■m
Table XIII (a).WWH'UMMti. 4WJHlOWWOw r
Btstrlhutl,on of <OrMobolus colony slses at To0 and f  g° C»
BpMofaolus 
eolonp ' - *r %  '
0# HD D ■ IIB B
0 - 0*9 .2 5 0 ■ 3
1 - 1*9 a 8 6 1
3 «* 3*9 .7 ■ 5 0 a
3 - 3 .9 3 4 . ■ >■ 3 3
4 - 4*3# 4 4 1 1
5 * 5*9 1 1 6 ?
6 - 6*90 0 0 ? 3
? -  7 .9 0 0 a 4
#  SIsd of control 
O S to  of control Tg 
11 of 34 £mm m(U&* ^#S^)rost2lt In  change In
m$ siiap©.
2.6 of 25 from B{i*e* &M>$) result In  change In  Ophlobolus fgranluls
colony shape*
*» ISp *»
PMTES 21 - 26*
Pl&&e 21
Plato . ZZ Strong isl^bition ©ausiag alteration in abape of 
OiMobelna israniata eoltagr (organ!os %) ■
Plat© 23 . genes of SnMMtlen around cliecm of orgaatsa H
plate Zh XBh&blt&an casing ewralX redaction in Opiddholus
i^aalals sise {organise P^ )
Plato 25 Ho inliibition visible, but increase in plantation
near discs bearing organise e#
Plate 36 Control
1 <* i/10 ' d ilution of c e ll suspension
3 © t f l p O W  d ilution of cell suspension
3 « 1/lpO.iGOO dilution of e o ll suspension
bnsarbod dises ss control
a ll mag. x l
123 -
Plato 22
- 229 -
Plato 2k
** 130 *■*
Plato 26
(n}» Effect of a single bacterium isolated from decline soil, on 
Infection by pnlitobolns*
The .-effect of a single - bacterium* • isolated from decline soil, ‘ 
on infection by OnMobolus is shoim in Table x£pm - •
- twrftoiww '#mw«mxmvrm*mMwem
In ' all treatments* lOOf§ ncre. infected* • 'However* variations 
. in th© numbers- of infected roots can be- noted* In  both samples, 
the pattern is the same raiih least-infection in B germ and B 1/10 
treatments* in both oases $ B 1/lG is significant!^ - (p «.o*05) - 
lower than, all treatments .except B germ* The latter is - significantly 
(P « 0*05) lower than the control in sample 1, but not in sample 2$
B 1/1*000 has a higher level of infection than controls, in both 
samples# -
Infection in the control is the sano at both sampling times# '
?
In all other treatments, there-is an increase in tho number of 
infected roots* The largest increase occurs in B germ#
1*5? w ,
Effect of a slnclo bacterlua Isolated fron decline soil, on- Infection 
by Onhiobolus.-
fho bacterium suspension was obtained by flooding a %day 
culture plat© with sterile distHIecl tfatsx* and gently scraping • 
colonies into suspension, using a flaned loop* This suspension 
was diluted- to give. 1/10, -1/1,000 and 1/100,000 suspensions*1 
These suspensions were aaixeci with agar in potri dishes* Seeds 
m m  sown on these plates and roots inoculated when they wore 
aiproxiisatel^ . $m  long, using pieces of ajsperinentaUy infected 
root as inoculum, (limtsents Kt/I0, 81/1,000, 31/100,000)*
B gens * seedlings germinated in suspension (1.1) of 
the bacterium and grown until root appro^ diaaiely $m long* Seedling 
then placed on water agar plate and inoculated as above.
Sample 1 taken 10 days after inoculation 
Sample 2 taken 21 days after inoculation
treatment 
HpQ controlib
B gem 
B 1/10 
B 1/1,000 
B 1/100,000
Bean . 
p infected 
plants
100,00 
100,00 
100.00
100,00
100.00
Sample 1
Kean 
$ infected 
roots
70,00
33*34-
26*65: 
71,34 . 
65*57
Iransforiaecl 
m m  
$ Infected
.roots
. 60,10 
. 51.93 
22,50 
63,82 ' 
5***0
continued over
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Table XXv continued,
Sarple Z
£reatnsnt
Boan 
^infected 
plants .
Ifean 
. ^ infected 
roots
fransforaed 
©can 
. $ Infected
roots
IhQ control . 100*00 70*00 60*X0
B goraa 100.00 53*34 . 46*93 -
B 1/10 100*00 3^«oo S9*33 ■
B 1/X.QOQ 100*00 85* 34 75*14
B 3/100*000 100.00 66.67 60.00
SaapOLo 1 S*B# of each scan S$ ± 9.65
L.S.B, (P * 0.05) SB 26.75
Sanple Z 8* B* of each acan ss t  9.33
L.S.D. (p • o»05) r= 27.33
10 seedlings assessed for .each timtnent# Each seedling had 
approsdmtely 6 roots and therefore® .Jseaa $ infected roots -based 
on a' sauple of approKimteljr 6o roots/ssspXo. .
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DISCUSSION
■ tbs deaLlno in infection by Ophlobolus in successive t o t  
crops, following a maadmim in tho. second or third crops* has been 
studied in various ifs in the present -work* A fundamental difficulty 
that has hot yet bmm satisfastori3y w m o m $  is that of cEsbitigniskSag 
between viable units of' 'Qpliloboius and the :inf©eiivity of such units# 
This problem. arises from the fact that it lias proved impossible 
to detect or count tinits of QpM.oboi.ns in’ soil other than by their 
ability 'to infect susceptible host plants*
In  the present work, it has boon shown that there' are apparently' 
fewer active infective units of Opliiofeolns in decline soils than . 
in non-deoHne soils (ezporinsnt (a)}# .fhe infective population 
Increases with successive wheat crops, until a peal?, is reached at 
the second or third crop* Rron this point, there is a gradual decrease 
in the infective population i*o* decline occurs* These experimental 
results mm in agreement with the field observations of workers 
such as Bossaa (1946, 1962), OerX&gh '(1968)*. Glynns (I965) and 
Slop© (19©)* The results of o>:perinent (a) '.also show that added 
nitrogen increases the Anfeetivity of Ophlobolus* this is especially 
marked, in .decline soils, where increasing nitrogen iron 080 unlts/acr© 
results in a doubling in ilia amount of infection* A similar increase 
in nitrogen* in non-decline soil® results in a very:snail id.se in 
tho population of’ infective units. Tide enhanced survival of . 
OoMebolus InocUXun associated with increased soil nitrogen has bean 
observed and studied by a msber of workers, including chambers and 
meiitjo (1968* 1969) and Scott (1963),
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Otto ^ periuents ((c) and (cl)) have stem the effect on 
infeotibni of contact of wheat roots tdth decline soil for irar^ ing 
periods .of tiise*. m  ©apertemb (c)f it was found that placing wheat 
roots in contact trlth decline - soil either prior tos or aftor* 
planting In mn-doclino soil results in a mrked reduction in infection* 
It scobs* therefore* that contact tilth decline soil reduces the 
apparent nunbor of infective units in non-decHno soil and isa^  
halt or ndninise infections already initiated is tion-decline colls 
prior planting in do ha Donas' potting compost lb*l does not sarhedly • 
affect infection in plants subsequently transferred to- non-declins 
soil*
Eqaortant (d) demnstr&fces the effect of shorter periods 
in contact Kith decline soil* Ocrs&natlng seeds in distilled water* 
prior to planting In non-cbclino soil* resists in a significant 
redaction in tho a m rn t of infection* However* germinating seeds* 
or dipping seedlings* in l/lo or 1/1*000 dilutions of decline soil, 
suspension* before transplanting* results in an even greater reduction* 
fills suggests that m m  m iy short periods of contest with decline 
soil give sobs protection to roots subsequently grown 5m non^decline 
soil* it would soon that there la m m  transferable factor in  
decline soil which Is capable of preventing* or at least reducing* 
infection In non-deeHn© soH* •
The offset of nixing 'decline and non-docllno soils was 
investigated In experiment (g) (I)* ■ B>uever» results wore inconclusive 
slnco low levels of infection occurred* regardless of treatimt*
fho above experiments have etoa that there la an apparent 
reduction in ths infective population of Ophlobolus in decline soil*
2bey also eta* that roots which have been in contact with' decline 
boil'' arc markedly less infected than untreated roots*. However# these 
results give m ' information as to the reasons for this apparent 
reduction in iid&ctivity#' One or m m  of ths following 'hypotheses 
explain the phenomenon*-- 4
X# Bsdactioa-in the amount# or musibers of foci of infection# 
of Ophlobolus in the soil#
' E* Bodactioii in pathogenicity of Onhiobolus#
Such changes could be caused by?-
(&)* changes in root or solX mlerofXora x^ enlting. in. 
increased coiapetiiion for nutrients and infective. sites or 
antagonism due to antibiotic production# Such antibiotics night 
contribute to staling or fungistatic factors in tho soil#
(b)» loodcity of wheat residues to Ophlobolus#
(c)# Destruction of Ophlpbplns ty virus# other infective 
agent, *ycoparaslte or rycopfoagoua members of the nlcrofauaia 
favoured by wheat or .opMcbelue*
(d), Change in i&ysiology* and hence resistance# of wheat 
roots groaimg in decline soil*
.(©)* Genetic change ’ in Qphiobplua*
Possible changes in the root and soil rnicroflora have been , •
studied in experiments (b) and (c)# • l&speriment (b) was a stucfer 
of the' root surface rycoflora of plants from decline and non-decline 
soils# M  this work# it was found that AspergiHus sp#* CnrveXarla 
Glionastlm sp#* Faoeilogycos spp#f Penicilliun (3)3 staehybotem 
ctetarpi and Triehodariau virido are all more fre^mt on roots
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from soil* Such organisms nay bo indicator species®
'simplifying- tho presene© of famir&ble soil conditions* • iltonativeiy t 
they'may :hav© a causal role* proteins substances which ovarcom 
'iablMtoiry. activity in tbs soil or enhance QiihXobdlm growth*
^  w  <ap*P'aK.wrw.iiwwnmuj.i«swag»- ^
■ to irta?  of the hnown antagonistic nature of s o m  of these fungi* 
i t  to possible that- they in h ib it other organisms which may bo nor© 
antagonistic towards Opklobolus*
Some organisms* such msBpicoecua spV* Fsssriua (2)* Ilicor spV#
w  v  mw ^ h iB8a»K-«e<Mag « m m y a w iw  * *  '  ^  w t '»4i.mtam  ^  *  w  i r m m  unman w i m  * •  x  -
■penleilliun (*$ and •.Sctorotfoaa sp#* ©r© si$iXfiea»t3y more frequent
in teliaio soil# liembers of tills .group may bo directly antagonistic 
to oMobolust either eoupetiim for substrates or producing 
antibiotics iiMbitory to the pathogen* t^ornaiivoSy* their present 
may signify a change in soil conditions* these now conditions being. 
loss favourable to Ophlobolus* However* there is no significant 
correlation* either positive or Jiegativo* between tho presence or 
absence of any of the above organises and the presonc© or absence 
of Qphilohoias*
Overall* there is little difference in th® types of .organism 
isolated .from roots grown in the two soilsi However* approsdmto2y 
<20$ more fungi were recorded from roots grown in non-doclino soil* 
fhis toads to support tho suggestion that conditions in non-decline 
soil ar© generally more favourable to fungal growth than those 
in decline soil*
The .fungal flora of wheat field soils lias been studied by 
a* number of wortes* Stuiabo* dainsy mid Clarl? (19*42) '"found no 
significant differences in numbers or types of organises from 
infested mi noa-infestod soils* Believer t 8©Bseh and Sans (1^ 63)
and Kangaii have isolated s nudber of organisms*. from wheat
field ©oils* which were shown to bo antagonistic to GDMeboIus#
9 w  <frMfcw*>1 jiWwiiTTBr^iCijaBaagaw.'
these included Bnidrpplrlon naaaa* GHomaotlss. guttnXlforglgg. OXtomastlw, 
tmx>zm$ paeciXosroces cmmm m d stacl^botos chartarum# It is
» w w n f l n w a » M f e aaos*»i?raT*t«*ai>^&>r^v^^  pmin*3t9sy« | ;irf“iiiriiir^grt~r rrjin-r/fr^ nirrr an »rinn>rnriniim-T*Trwrr^nrnm ^ jn^ vnnnnm ''
m t certain whether tb© soils studied bgr these workers were decllns 
or mom-dDclimo«- but from tbs present worh it seems that tho above 
organisms are not significant in. tho decline phenomenon* Antagonists 
would bo ousted to bo m m  ffcequont in decline sou, but th© 
prosit shows gltoastls sp** paeolior^eoa sp* and. . ’
Siaoly/bet^s cfaartarua .to be more common on roots from .nom-dcolime 
soil* BendrypMon .nanaa was not isolated from wheat roots*
tfed and B ^ w  C^ 9E0) suggested that loss of vtailenco of 
Ophlobolus inoouls in reeoataoinated sterile soil is da© to..tho 
presence of vigorous recolomisiiig fungi* such as ■ TrMioderma vlridte* 
in tho present ctu4y> T» vlrldo was more frequent on roots from 
mo»*dec!in© soil* again suggesting that it is not significant- In. 
tho decline of OpMobolus*
Mal^sis of tho numbers of Mctoria and aotino^cates In th© 
two soils shows a rath©?...dif£&r©nt picture* There are approjdmatel^ 
hZ$ mm bacteria m d $5*>7Q$ zm® aoiimoi^eetes* in decline than 
in non-dscXiis© « ©oil*- fids correlated with th© lower numbers
of fungi found on roots grown in decline soil*
■ .Random samplos of-the bacterial and aeilnonpcote populations 
from decline and non-decline soils show that a large proportion 
of the ■ organisms from both soils ore" Inhibitory to Onbicbolus in 
plat©, culture# Bddbition appears to tshe two forma* in  som  
eases*-there is m  overall reduction in-growth#• resulting, in decreased
colony aiao* Hoover# the colonies retain their m m  or. lass ...; 
circular; shape# Xu other eases* inhibition vo m its or% in a 
mdupt&on of grosfth In those, l^ha© closest to the bacterial cells# ■
Tlsl© results in a marked alteration in the colony .shape* f although 
the overall area of such a colony ssay te little different from ■ 
that, of the - controls#- other orgardsss either have bo. obvious . 
effect? or. actually result, in an increase'-in the growth of ■ OrMoboXus«- 
p^stmnbly# such organise pmdac© substances-tihieh are beneficial 
to. QphioboXBs# ' , _ ,
Under the ©sqperlsaental conditions# son© of. the organises are 
©sefcreiaely MiibitorFs causing almsi total suppression of pphiobolus 
growth# . Smh organises are more frequent in decline soil* It is 
also interesting to note that the inhXhitoiy effect * of tho organise© 
studied 9 is temperature dependent.# In the majority- of cases f the 
inhibitory effect is loss at the lower of the two temperatures used*, 
ii©- both tospemtures (2o°C# 25°C) are in the range at which Opliiobolus 
is' known to grow well in plate culture (BissoXI 193^# i^d and mnsg Xp6X) * 
it would.appear that terpsratnro is having a direct effect on the 
inhibitor effect of both bacteria and actino^cotos# Garrett .(1934) 
and Usury (193&) have suggested that high tei^ratures suppress-
in nasterlle soils with added inoQUl&f oviing to increased 
tdcrobial activity# However* in mtuvall^--infested soils* the 
coswerso' appears to bo true (Garrett 193 '^a* 1939a* 19*#)*
Although no tests were carried out on the inhibitory ability ' 
of those fungi found m ro 00rsmsOg in. .decline soil* it would seen 
. that antagonism from bacteria -and actiroyestes is Hlgely to b© 
more signifleant * Shis is boms out by the results of oxp-srtonts
«*» 1 ^0  **r
on tbs effects, of filtrates of decline and non-declin© boil on 
tho .growth of ophiobaLiis in plate culture#' .
   Suspensions of both soils are inhibitory to Ophibbolus in their
xmialtered state# Suspensions of either- soil filtered through 0»22}\n 
Hillipore falters failed to inhibit the greuth of. colonies of 
Ophiobolus# • Suspensions of non-dscHne soil passed through- Z*Qm - 
filters also had no inhibitory effect# However# £&Qjm filters 
do not -appeax* to resore tbs-. antagonistic activity of decline soil 
suspensions# Although there are inhibitory factors $n both soils# 
it sm m  tint they have different -orpins# It is suggested that in 
rion*dfecline soils# a significant part of this inhibition is fungal 
in origin# This inhibitory activity is probably overcome by root 
exudates or other nutrients in the soil# .although exudates did m t  
have any noticeable effect in reducing inliibition in vitro# The 
antagonism in decline soils is probably fungal and bacterial in 
origin# with the bacterial fraction being the more significant* 
•E^ jerimonts hmo shorn that incIivX<&aX bacterial- isolates 
from non^dscllne soil are inhibitory to Onhlobolus# Hoover# the 
teterdal 'fractions (£#Gpm filter) of im-dscHno suspensions did 
not mm  to have this effect under the experimeiit&X -conditions#'
It is possible that the m m  eosgietitive emriroament of'the filtrates 
containing mixtures of organisms results in a lowering of the 
Inhibitory ability of individual organisms# ills©* substances 
beneficial to Ophiobolus# produced by some organisms# may hoIn to 
overcome the inhibitory activity of others# This difference in 
activity between filtrates and individual isolates ms not listed 
in dedins soil#
** X/jl **
.. .. . , ila.no,attempt m s made to .identify bacterial and actano^ooto 
isolates from the two soils* it is not possible, to. say whether . 
differences .in antagonism are ,to to changes in the types of 
organism present, - or -to changes in physiology of existing 
organisms# .
. . . . .Attempts at. assessing the protective effects of filtrates 
of decline and nea-^ lscXine soils, were not altogether successful#
This -was partly due to poor seed germination,and poor inoculum . 
growth* However* from tho results obtained (Tables x# XI)». it 
seems that contact .with. 2#G/3s filtrates of decline soil gives a 
protective effect only slightly* less than that of tbs mfiltored 
suspensions* on this evidence# again# it seems that on2y a small 
proportion of airtagoaism in decline soil* is fungal-basod* 33a ' - 
Table XI# there is evidence that dilution of tho 2#0pa fraction 
results in increasing protection* This could bo explained by the 
dilution of some m^xti^ inlxibitoi^ * • factor# However# this effect 
is not apparent in the results in Tab3e X* ,, ,
The effect of a single,bacterid..isolate.from decline soil 
on infection by OpMnbQlus was also studied* Seeds were sown on 
agar plates containing. cells of the .bacterial isolate# Qplilobolus 
Xnooula wore placed 2 m  from emergen^ roots* • The results (Table XX?) 
show that the presence of .tbs bacterial suspension affords some 
protection to i!3© host plant ap to ID clays# Following this period* 
•infection increases and is markedly greater at 21 days* During this 
latter period# however* there io m . corresponding increase in 
infection in the controls* $*der the- e^ertontal conditions# tho 
protective effect of tie organism appears to be limited# whether
a similar effect occurs in-soil-has not bo on tooted* ■ It would . 
bo expected'that* as in previous • (^srimer-ts# protection would 
rosuit' In m  overall lowering of infection* • It nay be that Qplilbboltis 
is abler to overcome: tbs effects of the • bacterium .ante those. 
conditions# Breabdown of -senescent bacterial cells could ■ 
release substances. beneficial to OsMobolus* or-dsiriiiBntal;to • 
xdieat plants# 1
• • That QpMbbolns is oensitive to antagonist has been sboim • 
by-a-niiBber of workers and results from the present work are in • 
agreoEcnt with tide* - However# studies of the '•infection process 
of OfMolx&us* In the presenoo and absence of decline and non^declino 
soils* has-cast doubts upon ‘Uie significance of such antagonism 
as a factor in tho decline pbonoiKmon*
Tho infection process was studied in experiments (ej and (£)«
In all cases# regardless of soil- treatment* hyphal emergence 
oecsirred at 2-3 days* Hoot age# within tlie range studied, does -not 
appear to affect -the iiuhbers of' infections# However# less i^phal 
.spread was observed on roots which m m  more than 6 d^rs old at 
the time of-inoculation* 2n both soils# in the presence of wheat 
roots* hypha© ©merging from inoeula placed on agar-coated slides. 
were seem to he capable of up to- several aiXXiEotros growth# 
m  'tbs absence of wheat roots# no h^phal ©mergence' was observe-d*
These observations agree with those of Brown and Hornby (1971)#
It was noted# however* that hypSiaL grovjth was somewhat restricted 
in decline soil#
Tho presence of both types of soil' restricted the ability 
of imocttla to produce infections# 3h the absence of soil# iaoct&a
placed up to lorn from wheat' roots wore capable of producing lesions 
within the ejspcrisental period*. - Up to 6m  iro n tho root*’ at least 
90$ of inooiQ«a.procMeod lesions* Between 6 and 922m from the root# 
60*70$ of inoetsia produced lesions* Bmover* ©nl^ r 3tM&$ of inecnla 
at p or lorn iron the' root were capable of producing lesions*
In the presence of hon-asclAn© soil* lesions resulted oi^r from 
iisoctiXa placed ten X-8m frota roots* Si this case* at least 90$ 
of Imoeula up to tas from the root produced lesions* Between 
4 and 6m* 50$ of toei&a produced lesions and from & S m  from the 
mot*.. 25-30$ of inocula were capable of producing lesions* 33n t o  
presence of decline soil* 6 m  was the nasiBim distance from which 
imooiLa wore able successfully to infect roots* infections m m  
rarely produced (30$) by £tiocul& a t 5 *6m  from roots*
paring tho course of those investigations * it was noticed 
that m m  emergent fephao esMbltod a positive growth m apam z to 
wheat roots* This agrees with observations of Brown and Hornby (1971)* 
■A series of o^pcriasnts was sot up specifically to investigate this 
phenomenon* ilgar pistes m m  prepared* containing suspensions of 
dtK&im and non-dcclino. soil* t&assndsd plates were used as controls* 
Hhesi seeds were smm on these plates* and' pieces of infected root 
inoculm placed 1*1ohh from emergent roots* 3fc another series of 
plates* wheat seeds m m  m m  m  moist filter paper and allowed to 
grow for 7 d£§rs# At the end of this time, the seedlings m m  
removed and inoculum placed 1-loms from the site of their roots*
Vmm toss experiments* it mm found that emergent bypbas exhibit 
a positive growth response to the presence of wheat roots and 
substances produced by tom* The intensity of this response is
significantly negatively correlated to the distance of hypha© from 
the root* -It Bo&m that the l^ /phac are responding to the eta&eal 
stimulus of substances produced 11$ wheat roots* such toraotropio 
responses are widesp*@M among the fungi (CarXll© !$&&)■»
Brobdbly .of. even greater ©i^dficanse# in relation to 
the dacBne phcnorr^on* is the, fact that feline soil has an adverse 
effect on this ohemotropie response* With decline soil* lypha© 
mom ton 3 m  Smm wheat roots do not resend* whereas with non^doelim 
soHf. response occurs up to ,8ns iro n the root* la the absence, of 
soil* t o  distance at which response occurs is increased to 9ns* 
tose results* and those above* indicate that tore is a correlation 
between response and infection* Unless infections occur.purely by 
random contact betm m  wheat roots and isocula* l^pbaX emargence 
and response to wheat roots *?ouM seom to be a necessary prerequisite 
of infection* £? it is assumed that any hypte which tow response 
are capable of producing infections* a model can bo prepared 
relating lyphal response to infection* IS t o  distance, after which 
response occurs is p, ton t o  m m  of hgrphal response* ignoring 
t o  thltoeso of t o  root# is equal to t o  volume of a cylinder 
of radius 33 and Xengfeh 1* tore ! is t o  length of M b  root*
Therefore M b  sons of rosgsonae is TV # 1. In t o  above exporinonis# 
t o  rarEl of these "aoncs** as?© 5 mid 8mm respectively* toreforo# 
monos of response are Tt 5%  mid TT 8%  for decline and non-decline 
soils respectively* t o  reduction in response in decline soil as 
comared to non-docliJie soil, can thus be stated as T T 5 ^
-^rfPi
Assuming roots are of M b  same length# t o  decrease in response 
is directly related to the squares of the radii &*e« $3* ** 0*390
If'the\fiU2b0rs of infections are related directly to the amount 
of 'typhal response,. tho .amount of infection, in decline soil 
should be decreased-by tide factor*.. In feet* results.from the ’ 
investigation• of infectiv© --populations in. soil (e^srimtnt (&}.}.
..agree with these .fairly closely*, For exa&ple* from Table I#, 
it, can -be seen that - for -non-declino soil '65#f'8o,‘ (sample 1*. dilution 1) 
60$ roots are infected# In decline, -soil 63**80*' (sample 1,, dilution 1) 
26*7$ roots are infected (calculated value 23**0* The apparent’ 
densities of infective units are also in fairly close agreement*
For example* comparing the sasse two soils#. 95$ confidence limits for - 
65**80* sr© 1*29 and infective units/l50*& soil# For'63# *80 *■ 
there are- 0*3? and X*o6 infective tmits/X5€m& soil (calculated values) 
0*5 and 1*73)* Tho results, of tho transplant experiments (Table III) 
also largely agree with the above findings# It seems* therefore* 
that the apparent decrease in pathogenic populations in decline soils 
is in fact# tho result of reduced lyphal response* Such an effect 
might be explained by a change in root exudates# or by a specific 
interference with the response mechanism#
. libra detailed work has shorn this reduction-of response to 
be the.. only significant effect of decline soil on Qphlobolua' inocula* 
EVen 1/XG and 1/1*000 dilutions of decline soil suspensions 
significantly reduce lyphal response# l-lon-doclino soil suspensions 
also slightly reduce* the response# although tho reduction is not 
significant#
Although there is some evidence (fable VII) that doclino soil 
reduces the number and growth of iypha© emerging from inocula# this 
is not borne out by other results (fables VIII and II)# It seems
i3mt,.mmh©rs and growth of emergent lyphae are more dependent . 
on Anoerltm typo titan on soil -treatment# since. lyphcp. numbers and'
' growth are. greater-from culture and ^ >3rimental3y^produced • • 
inocula than from naturally infected root pieces* nutrients. 
are presumably m m  plentiful# and eoa^eiltion for them less 
severe# In ., the two formr -types of imculim* Those - observations 
•bend:to. contradict the. earlier work (©^portents (e) and (f))#
•Viiore lyphal extension was. reduced by organisms from decline 
and noii-tlecline soils* The presence of wheat roots in the later 
esqsep&sentd, may help to cvorcomo.. inhibitor effects# hut it appears 
that the general antagonism observed. -previous is not significant 
in decline*, The specific interference with lyphal response, 
demonstrated in decline soils, appears to he of nmh greater 
InporicUieo.
There is little evidence from tho present work to suggest 
that genetic change in Ophlobolus is responsible for decline* . 
Similarly, It seems- unlikely that loss of virulence in' Gphlobolus 
is a factor# 3& all oxperimciits, fresh inoculum was used and 
the virulence of isolates was maintained hy-frequent infection 
and re-iooXstlon from wheat roots, ■ The observation that genetic 
change or loss of .virulence are not relevant to decline is supported 
by the observations of Gerlagh (1968)*
Destruction of Gphlobolus by tycophagous organisms or 
zooparasites cannot bo ruled out, although no evidence of this 
has been found in the present work, Siegle (I96I) demonstrated 
that niyporparasIiismn of Ophiobolus by Bidymella exitialis occurs 
in the rliisosphere*
<m l^ p  « =
fho presence of a virus* or other infective agent* 1© not 
altogether unitoly# X&piorre* besaire* Jouan and i&Hn (1970) 
have stem that virus particle© are present in avirflemt* ©r- ■• 
weably parasitic strains' of OoMobolus*'; but arc absemi in virulent 
strains* Tho virus is lost , during ©seospors. formation* This 
evidence may e^Xain the varying pathogenicity of. different. 
iso3nt©s: of Qphiobolus* but is not Itoly to be significant a© 
an explanation of decline*
t o  ico&eiby of plant residues to soil-borne plant pathogens 
has been discussed, by patrich and tossmm '{15^ 5)* The btsild^ •
of-wheat residues in the ©oil may result in an Increase in the
antagonistic microflora or an increase in staling compounds*
Again,- tasevor* no evidence of this has boon found in tho present 
work*
That Ophiobolus is sensitive to antagonist has been stem 
by a number of workers* • Hesults of- the prosent study agree with 
tills* - Although decline soil shows- greater antagonistic activity 
towards -Ophiobolus than non-docline ©oil* in plate culture * it
^PBa^Se^eajmmKT ..■**■! 'Ji i*pfirr;m w  *» • *•
would ©eon that this general antagonism is not* in itself* 
responsible for t o  reduced infection observed in decline soils*
It has'ton town in t o  present work that the presence of decline
soil suspensions results in' a reduction in the response? of
pphiobolus hyphao to wheat roots* Although it win be necessary 
to.confirm that whole decline. soil has a similar effect* it appears 
tot a specific interference with hyphal response is tho major ■ 
factor. In reducing infection in decline ©oil*
it has boon stem - that organisms from decline and non-decline
©oils m p reduce growth of' Ophiobolus’ in plat© culture* but t o  
effect'of these organisms- ©a hyphal response has not bees studied.* 
Asqy future work t o u M  iacludo such ©a ittrestigation* '
As OiMehoius bypha© respond ohorebrepieaXly to the 
presence of wheat rests* analysis of wfcoat root exudates might 
prove useful in determining the components supplying the chemical 
stlsslus# tore ts^ y be a change in t o  physiology of wheat rests 
in decline soil., resulting in m eteisa la root exudates* 
.Altermtivelyi a change in -Eicrebial activity in t o  sMsos^iore 
m ? result in a dMimtioa of t o  chemical stimulus nsccssasiy 
for hypM, response# These are also topics for -further study* 
Cbesotropisri of gere^ biibes and lypbao is fairly m m m  
among- t o  fungi* since fewer fungi were isolated from roots 
gro;m in decline soil* it is possible that all root-iifiabiting 
fungi osdilbit reduced response to wheat roots in t o  presence 
of daciin© soil* Again* confirmation of tills Is. reeded*
■ jurtlBr iiirestigatiosia* smh m  tore outlined tore# 
should contribute greatly to our hnowlodgo of. to dealine 
.phenomenon# • • ■
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